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ÀBSTRACT

t,

The purpose of this exploratory study was to 
:

determinetheeffectsoftwocues'bodybuiIdandcIothing,
on selected aspects of the perception of female figures.

These cues have been discussed separately in the Iiterature.
However, little research has been done on their interactive

effects.
Response was measured to three body build types,

thin, average, and fat. Each was drawn attired in

fashionabIeandunfashionab].edress.Theinstrument
employed to measure response was based on one originally
devetopedbyDion,Berscheid,andwaIster(I972)to

:

determine the existence and extent of a stereotype for

physical attractiveness. Modifications of the instrument 
ì

suggeStedbyDermerandThiel(1975)andNei].senand
Kernaleguen (1976) were incorporated, as well as items 

i

designedtodeternineperceivededucationâ1]-eveIandsocia1
cIass. The six stimulus figures, along with the instrument,

Rosenberg'sSe]f-eSteemSca1e,andapersona]-datasheet
were randomly distributed among students enrolled in three ì

undergraduate courses at the University of Manitobâ. of 201 ;

guestionnairesdistributed,170r¡ereusedintheanaIysisof
data. '
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Nonparametric statistical tests Ìtere employed to

deternine whether differences in response to the stimulus

f igures were statistically significant.
Results indicated that fashionableness of dress had

a greater influence on perceptions of the thin and average

figures than it did on perceptions of the fat figure.

Perceptions of the fashionably dressed thin and average

figures were found to be more favorable than perceptions of

their unfashionable counterparts.

Of the fashionable figures, the average and thin
figures were generally perceived more favorably than the fat
figure. However, the fat figure was perceived to be a more

competent parent than the thin and average figures in both

dress conditions. She was also perceived to be more

socially desirable and a more understanding spouse than the

other two body types in the unfashionable dress condition,
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INTRODUCTION

Growing interest in more fashionable clothing for

fat women suggests that it is timely to consider what

consequences, if any, the wearing of such attire may have

for a group of people who seem to have been ígnored by the

fashion industry in the past. Fat women have invariably had

difficulty in obtaining stytish clothing; hot+ever, this is

not surprising considering the cul-turaI preoccupation with

female thinness evident in present-day North Àmerica

(Garner, Garfinkel, Schwartz, & Thompson, 1980; Hankins &

Bailey, 1979; Jourard & Secord, 1955). Aldebaran (1975) has

stated that

most people who worry about their weight are
women, and fat is a woman's problem. The current
standards of beauty are set so thin that there is
hardly any woman who does not consider herself
"overweight". (p. 6)

Although "p1ump" women have been appreciated

historicalLy (BeIIer, 1977), during the twentieth century

they have come to be looked upon with some disfavor by

alrnost everyone, inctudíng themselves (WooIey, wooley &

Dyrenforth, IgTg). As a group they have been found to

exhibit personality characteristics similar to lhose of

oppressed minority members: passivity, r,rithdrawal, a sense

of isolation, an acceptance of the doninant group's beliefs

-1-
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and values regarding thernselves, and a heightened

sensitivity to and preoccupation \,rith status (t"lonelfo &

Mayer, I963). Like many minority groups however, fat women

have made attempts to combat prevailing negative attitudes
about their body size , for example, has become a

feminist íssue. Aldebaran (1975) contends that
fat women feel guilty, and that guilt comes from
the belief that r¡e are deliberately making
oursel.ves unattractive to men. }Je are accused of
satisfying ourselves--by eating--rather than
sacrificing our comfort to men. (p. 6)

Lobby groups have also been forned. Millman (1980),

in her book Such a Pretty Face--Being Fat in America,

described the objectives of the National Association to Àid

Fat Àmer icans (NAAFA):

to caII attention to the exclusion, exploitation
and psychological oppression of fat people and to
press for changes in the v¡ays fat people are
regarded and treated. It central message is that
it's aII right Lo be fat. (p. ¿)

In Canadâ, a similar organizat,ion, "Large as Life", was

created initially as a response to "clothing manufacturers

who Irefused] to design plunging necklines and sexy slits
for the large woman" (Rabkin, 1982, p. 50). This group

hoped to attain goals similar to those of the NAAFÀ: "to
pronote increased self-acceptance and to educate the public

about obesity in order to decrease the 'social stigma placed

on fatness"' (Rabkin, ì.982, p.50).
The concept that women can be "big and beautiful"

("Big is in,". 1981) has not gone unnoticed by some



marketers. At least two fashion rnagazines for fat women

began publication in the early 1980's: Biq Beauliful Woman

and It's Me--The Larqe Lifestvle Maqazine, The editor of

one has encouraged her readers to "stop feeling guiLty about

being large size and concentrate on being the attractive
person that you arer' (Shaw, 1981, p. 4). Ànother magazine

has professed to help meet the fashion and emotional needs

of fat women with articles such as "Accepting Yourself and

Improving Your SeIf Image" (Feinburg, 1981). Several books

aimed at building the confidence of fat women have also been

published, with titles such as Fat Can Be Beautiful--Stop
Dietinq, Start Livinq, Makinq It Biq, Great Biq Beautiful

&]], and Fat Power: whatever You weiqh is Right.

Clothing manufacturers and retailers have also

realized that fat women seem to be becoming more

self-accepting and more fashion and image conscious. A

writer in a trade journal stated: "No J.onger is the consumer

hesitant to 'put a lot of money on her back"' ( "Upscale

designers," 1981). The fashion industry has apparently

recognized the financial possibilities of this new target
market. It has begun to capitalize on the potential of

"Iarge-size" business ( "Large-size dresses,' 1980) with

Iarge-sized designer collections, improved and expanded

"women's worl.d" departments, and specialty clothing stores

for fat women ("Upscale designers,u 1981). In Canada, the

rnajor chain of stores specializing in the merchandising of
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womenr s and young women's large-sized apparel has enjoyed

unprecedented growth and the purchase of its stock has been

recommended by at least two investment firms (Soganich,

198Ia). Another clothing chain has opened several nerv

stores with high-fashion clothing for fat women and these

too appear to be enjoying some success (Soganich, 198Ib).

Fat women have thus apparently begun to indulge the

interest they have always had in clothing (Mucha, 1980) by

purchasing higher quality, more fashionable, and more

expensive clothing than they have in the past. Thus, it may

be of interest for them to learn whether dress is a valuable

tool in countering negative attitudes held about them,

whether dress wiIl help them become as socially acceptable

as their thinner sisters, or whether a return to the age-o]d

regimen of diet and exercise is r,¡arranted.

Purpose and Justif ication
The purpose of this ínvestigatíon was to determine

the effects of two cues, body build and clothing, on

selected aspects of person perception. These cues and the

impact each has on an individual's perception of others have

been discussed separately in the Iiterâture. However,

1ittle research has been done on their interactive effects.
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Obj ec t ives

The objectives of this investigation were:

1. To determine whether there are differences in the way
fashionably and unfashionably dressed f ernale stimulus
figures of three different body builds--thin,
average, and fat--are perce ived.

2. To determine if response will differ to the body
build and dress of the stimulus figures according to
certain respondent characteristics.

Hvpot he se s

The follorqing research hypotheses nere tested:
1. There are differences between the perceptions of

f ashionably dressed thin, êlærjge, - and ?at f emale
srimulus iigures añã-'peñiáþTiõñs of -Tleir
unfashionably dressed counterparts with respect to
the follow ing:

a) SociaI Des i rabi 1i ty Index

b) Social and Professional Happiness Index

c) Likelihood of Marriage

d) Marital Happiness I ndex
:

e) Marital Disaster Index 
i

f) Parental Conpetence Index 
i

g) Soc ial class i

h) Educat ional LeveL

i) Occupational St,a t us

2. There are differences in subjects' perceptions of ,

fashionably dressed thin, average, and fat female
ÏÏgures- an-ä---ï n-Eãi r peicepcionõ 'of 

unf ashionabry
dressed thin, averâge, and fat f emale TiguièE wìEh
respect to the indices listed above. 

l

3. Subjects differ in their responses to female body .

build and dress according to certain characterístics.



a)

b)

c)

Subjects díffer in their responses to female body
build and dress according to their sex, background
(urban versus rural), socioeconornic statusl---ãnð-
uñ-IîeiE]Tï-ïããTil
Subjects differ in their response to female body
build according to their own body build and g!@þ
background.

Hiqh and lor¡ self-esteen subjects differ in their
responses to attractive female figures.

Definitíon of Terms

The following terms were used in this investigation:
1. Person perception - ínvolves both the judgments made

ã5õut p-eõp1e as objects (".g., attraétive,
¡ve1]-dressed) and the impression formed of people in
terms of personality characteristics, intentions,
needs, habiLs, values (Warr & Knapper, 1968).

2. Attitude - represents a person's evaluation of an
ãñEÏTïT¡jzen & rishbein,- r977).

Stigma - refers to an attribute that is deeply
discrediting (coffman, 1963). Goffman listed three
types of stigma: abominat.ions of the body; blemishes
of individual character; and tribal stigma of race,
nation, and religion.
StereotyÞe - is defíned as a generalized impression
of a group, "aquired by individuals from a number of
sources, including sometimes direct experience with
members of the stereotyped group" (Karlins, Coffman &
WaIters, 1969, p. 1). Karlins et aI. further define
a social stereotype as a coLlection of traits
assigned rnembers of a category by a given population
of judges.

5. Somatvpinq - a method developed by Shelilon (1940)
that quantifies three primary components of human
physical structure:

a) Endomorphy - the first component rates softness
and roundness. when endomorphy predominates,
there is a general softness and roundness in al.I
regions of the body, a large abdomen mass, and
relatively small hands and feet.

?

4.
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b) Mesomorphy - the second component rates a
õ-mb-Íîãii. o-n of bone and muscle- development. when
mesomorphy predominates, a massive and muscular
chest dominates over the abdomen, with strong
muscular relief and prominent body joints.

c) Ectomorphy - the third component rates linearity
and fragility. When ectomorphy predominates,
slenderness, Iankiness, and thinness prevail, with
delicate bone structure and stringy muscles
(Seltzer & Mayer, !964).

Àccording to Sheldon's method of somatyping, the number 1 is
assigned to represent the Ieast degree of a conponent and

the number 7 the greatest degree. Àn individual is
therefore designated by three numerals: the extrene

endonorph by 711, the extreme mesomorph by 171, and the

extreme ectonorph by 117. Shefdon felt that the commonest

college nale somatypes feII between the 353 or balanced

mesomorphy and the 344 or balanced midrange mesomorphic

ectomorphy. On the other hand, Sheldon considered vronen to

be much more endomorphic than men and feft that the

comnonest college female somatype was a 533, or bala'nced

endomorph.



LITERÀTURE REVI EW

A review of literature related to the investigation

is presented under the headings of (a) person perception,
(b) body build as a cue in person perception, (c) clothing
as a cue in person perception, and (d) person-clothing

interaction.

Person Pe rceÞt i on

The important and apparently universal tendency of

people to form extensive impressions of others on the basis

of very limited information about them (Freedman, carlsmith
& Sears, 1970) has often been noted in the literature.
Àccording to Allport (1937), a

perceiver first observes an object identifiable as
a person, then as a person to whon certain
properties are attributable. The properties are
inferred from the cues presented by the object
person which the perceiver notices. (p. 500-501)

Goffman (1959) srated thât
if unaquainted with the individual, observers can
glean cues from his conduct and appearance r¡hich
allow them to appLy lheir previous experience wit.h
individuals roughly similar to the one before
them. (p. 1)

Under many circumstances, and especially in Iimited
contact situations, people are willing to make judgments

about a large number of another person's characteristics
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based on very brief exposure to that individual (Freedman et

a1., 1970). Judgments made under these conditions are

particularly noteworthy in that they are often shared and

accepted by those in a given social world. Social r,¡orlds

are described by Lindesmith, Straus and Denzín (1975) as

groupings of people "bound together through net¡,rorks of

communication--whether the mernbers are geographically
proximate or not--and because they share important symbols"

(p. 96). Shared symbols thus allow people to make similar
estimations of character based on the cues that a target
person presents. For example, under bríef exposure,

subjects have judged spectacled people as having higher IQrs

than nonspectacled people (argyle & McHenry, 1971) .

SimilarIy, subjects hâve attributed greater financial and

occupationaL status to taII men than to short men, as well
as perceiving them to be nore attractive (gerscheid &

Walster , !9?4ì Lerner & Moore , !974). ¡ Cues such as

spectacles and height may therefore function as symbols of

such characteristics as intelligence, status, and

attract iveness.

Physical attractiveness has often been studied as a

cue in person perception, although there has been "a tack of

cLeâr data on tt" parameters which define physical beauty,,

(Horvath, 1979, p. 145). Rather, "the 'truth by consensus

' Height has not been found to have the same effect on the
perceived status and attractiveness of women, however
(Berscheid & walster, I974, Lerner & Moore, :-9?4).
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method' has been used to obtain 'objective' categories of

target attractiveness" (Lucker, Beane & Guíre, 1981, p. 57).

Invest.igations into the phenomenon of physical

attractiveness generally involve the prerating, by peers of

intended subjects, of head and shoulders photographs. The

photographs are rated as high, moderate ¡ or 1o\,¡ in physical

attrâctiveness and are then shown to subjects who are asked

to make judgments of certain of the target person's

characteristics (Lucker et aJ.., 1981). Results of these

investigations usually show that persons rated as

unattractive are associated with the negative or undesirable

pole of traiL scales, that is, with words such as

insensitive, unsure, and sad. Highly attractive persons, on

the other hand, are judged significantly more positively.
That is, they are associated with words such as perceptive,

confident, and happy (MiIIer, 1970). Physically attractive
indivídua1s are also seen as having more socially desirable

personalities, possessing traits such as \,rarmthf kindness,

and sincerity, and are perceived as leading happier and more

successful lives than physicaJ.ly unattractive individuals
(Dermer & Thiel , !975i Ðion, Berscheid, & Walster, !972),

l^?hile the results of inquiries such as those

mentioned above show consistency in the way stimulus cues

are perceived and interpreted, it must be noted Èhat in the

majority of cases subjects have viewed target persons only

indirectly, that is, through photographs or slides. 9tarr



and Knapper (1968) câution that a cue that is singled out

inportant in the indirect perception of an individual may

less significant among the inputs and cues available j.n

direct person perception.

Body Build as a Cue in Person Perception

Sheldon ' s Somatypes

For centuries people have assumed body build to be

an accurate indicalor of an individual's character
(McCandless, !966; Sheldon, 1940). lndeed, by the early
part of the twentielh century, according to Sheldon (L940),

correlations had been established "between preponderance of

vertical measurements and mental ability, and also a low

negative relation between IateraL or horizontal
preponderance and mental ability" (p. ta).

In light of the results of these early studies,

Sheldon (1940) embarked upon an investigation into the

relationship between human physical structure and

temperament. By studying the photographs of 4,000

college-age men, he and his colleagues were able to isolate
three extrene components of human physique. These he

labelled as "endomorphic", "mesomorphic", and "ectomorphic"
(see Chapter 1, pefinitíon of Terms). By subsequently

interviewing and observing a group of white male college

students and academics, Sheldon tried to deternine "what

primary components or elenental factors Iwere] present in

11
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human temperanent" (Sheldon, 1942, p. 14). He succeeded in

building up "clusters of traits Iwhich] showed consistently

positive intercorrelations among themselves . . . Iand it]
. . , became evident that three distínct nuclei of this sort

were present" (Sheldon, !942, p. 14). These nuclei he

called viscerotonia, somatotonia, and cerebrotonia, and some

of the characteristics Sheldon associated !¡ith each "dynamic

component of temperament" are listed in Table 1.

Àfter further research again involving mainly white

male coi.lege students and graduates, he concluded that

definite correlalions existed between endomorphism and

viscerotonia, mesomorphism and sonatotonia, and between

ectomorphisn and cerebrotonia. Sheldon (1949) later
contended that a biological link existed between human

physicaì. structure and behavior based on the genetic makeup

of individuals. Honever, McCandless (1966) has stated that

even Iinkages between body build and personality
should be found, it is not necessary to go

to genetics to account for them. If a certai.n
type of body buitd or quality arouses
characteristic and consistent negative or positive
reactions, then, according to social learning
theory, predíctable and differential types of
personality development triIl occur. (p. 303)

Although Sheldon's work has been strongly and

teIIingIy criticized (McCandless, 1966, p. 303), his

classification system has served as the basis for many

further investigations into the use of body build as a

perceptual cue in the ascription of characteristics to

individuals. Some researchers, such as Strongman and Hart
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Table 1

Sone Characteristics Associated by Sheldon with
the Three rtDynamic Components of Tenperamentrl

Cerebrotonía (associated - love of prívacy
with ectonorphisn ) - nental overintenslty

- sociophobia
- unpredictability of attitude
- apprehensiveness
- secretiveness of feeling
- enotional restraint
- need of sol-itude when troubled
- orientation toward the l-ater

periods of 1if e

Sonatotonia (associated - love of physlcal adventure
with ne s onorphisn ) - need for and enjoyment of exerci-se

- love of doninating ' lust for power

- l-ove of risk and chance

- conpetitlve aggressiveness
- ruthlessness
- need for action when troubled
- orientation toward the goals and

activities of youth

Vis cerotonia (as s o ciated - love of po1ì-te ceremony
withendomorphism) - indiscrinina.teamiability

- fove of physical confort
- greed for affection and approval
- orientation to people

- toleranse
- complacency

- need of people when troubled
- orientation toward childhood and

famiì.y relatíonshj-ps

Note. From The Va r i-e t i eq_ o!_!eqpSfCUS!! (p, 26) by
l,I. H.-ShãTAõñ;-T9¿õ;-ñãt-YõtE:-Hãrper & Row.
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(1968), have used Sheldon's list of traits to determine the

extent of body build stereotypes. To ascertain whether a

relationship was perceived to exist between body type and

personality, the latter formed Sheldonrs characteristics
into questions that r,rould elicit quantifiable answers.

Others have also used Sheldon's Iists of characteristics or

modified versions of them in related research (".9., Cortes

& catti, 1965, Dibiase & Hjelle, 1968; Yates & Taylor,

L978). Some of the stimulus figures ernployed in these

investigations have also been based on Sheldon's

photographed and hand-drawn representations of the various

body build types. Stinuli have been ín the forn of male

anð/or female silhouettes (e.9., Brodsky, 1954¡ Caskey &

FeIker, !97I¡ Dibiase & Hje1le, l-968; ttirkpatrick & Sanders,

1978; WeIls & Siegel, 1961), Iine drar+ings (".9., Iwawaki &

Lerner, I976; Iwawaki & Chihara, I976i Lerner, Karabenick, &

Meisels, !975; Lerner & PooI , 1972; Lerner & Schroeder,

1971b; Staffieri , !972, !967; Yates & Taylor, 1978), or

photographs (".9., Iwawaki & Lerner , I974; Lerner, J.969a,

1969b; Lerner & cellert, 1969).

It should be noted at this point that throughout

this review of the literature, the words used to indicate

fat, average, and thin persons or stimulus figures wiII be

those used by the original researchers. This follows the

example of Wooley et aI. (1979), who state that the words

endomorphism, mesornorphism, and ectomorphism are often used
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by researchers as descriptive terms, as synonyms of "fat",
"average", and "thin", respectively (e.9. , Staffieri , !967) .

They state further that these terns often correspond only

roughly to Sheldon ' s somatypes.

Perceptions of Body Build HeId bv Children

Many investigations involving the use of children as

subjects have focused on discovering the age at which the

latter begin to consistently use physique as a cue in person

perception. Staffieri (1967) had 6 to l-O-year-old boys

indicate which adjectives of a 39-word Iist would best

describe male adult and child silhouettes of the three body

build types. He found that

aIl the significant adjectives assigned to the
mesomorphic image were favorable Ie.9., strongl
best friend, cJ.ean, Iots of friends, healthy,
honest, brave, smartl . . .i the adjectives
assigned the endonorph were unfavorable (socially)
and prinariLy socially aggressive Ie.9., cheats,
argues, gets teased, Iazy, lies, mean, u91y,
dirty, stupidl; the adjectives assigned to the
ectomorph were prinarily unfavorable personally
and of a generally socially submissive type Ie.9.,
quiet, worries, sneaky, afraid, sad, weakl. . .(p. 103 )

Staffieri did not find the assignment of adjectives to be

related to the body build of the subject who assigned them,

and most of the subjects clearly preferred to look like the

mesomorphic image.

The age at which body build stereotypes begin to

manifest themseLves was investigated further by Lerner and

hís colleagues. Lerner and cellert (1969) asked male and

female kindergarten chi ldren:
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1. Which photographs of a series depicting peers of
chubby, thin, or average builds looked most like
themselves.

2. Which they wouÌd and would not \rant to look 1ike.

3. To identify a classmate who looked like each
photograph.

A significant number of the children tested "had the

capacity to discriminate some differences in the body builds

of same-sexed age mates" (p. 40), and significant
proportions of the subjects not only distinguished chubby

peers from others, but displayed an overwhelming aversion to
resembling the chubby figures. Lerner and Gellert concluded

that "negative attitudes toward fatness . . . were already

developed among kindergarten children" but stated that there

was "no evidence for a corresponding dislike for thinness or

of a preference for medium buiJ.ds" (p. 461), as Staffieri
(J.967 I had found.

. Studies were later conducted by Lerner and Schroeder

( 1971a, 197lb) using other kindergarten groups.

Modificatíons of the method described above were used, and

the children's acLive vocabuLaries about body build were

assessed. Results indicated an awareness of body build
attitudes by the subjects and "a physique preference

consistent with their society's favorable orientation toward

average body builds" (Lerner & Schroeder, 1971b, p, 538).

The previously mentioned aversion toward fat peers was also

confirmed.
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Using the concept of personal space, Lerner,

Karabenick, and Meisels (L975) Iater verified chitdren's
antipathy toward the endomorphic figure. In an earlier
study, Lerner (1973) had defined personal space as "the area

immedialely surrounding the individual in which the majority

of his interactions with others take place" (p. 230) and had

determined that the distance placed bet!¡een members of dyads

decreased as the degree of attributed liking increased.

Children from kindergarten through the third grade (5 to
8-year-olds) were therefore asked to indicate how close they

would want to come to side-view drawings of same-age

ectomorphs, mesomorphs, and endomorphs by moving a

sex-appropriate picture of an average-build child toward the

stimulus. Significantly greater distances were maintained

toward the endomorphic figure than towârd the other two body

build types, and there was a grade-assoc iated increase in

space used toward this stimuli.
Lerner (1969a) and Lerner and Korn (1972) also

showed that consistent perceptions of body build types

existed in boys of greater-than-kindergarten age. In the

earlier study, t0 to 20-year-old male repsondents were asked

to natch 30 descriptors of various personality traits and

social behaviors with Sheldon's (1942) photographs of

endomorphic, mesornorphic, and ectomorphic men who the

respondents believed best fit the descriptions. No

significant differences were found in the attribution of
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descriptions to physiques between age levels. However, as

Staffieri (1967) had found, mesomorphs were generally

associated rvith socially positive characteristics such as

having many friends, making the best athelete, and being the

most wanted as a friend, whereas endomorphs and ectomorphs

r¡ere associated with socially negative characteristics. For

the endomorph, stereotypic characteristics included being

the poorest athlete, drinking and eating the most, eating

the oftenest, making the !¡orst soldier, and being the least
likely to be chosen as leader; for the ectomorph these

characteristics included making a poor father, enduring pain

the least, and being the most likely to have a nervôus

breakdown.

Lerner and Korn (1972) obtained similar results to
Staffíeri (1967) using a sample of 5 to 2O-year-old males

who had been rated by the experirnenter and the subjects'

teachers as being either of average or chubby build.
Subjects were asked to complete several tasks. These

included:

L. Choosing one of a series of side-view figure drawings
of same-age ectomorphic, mesonorphic, or endomorphic
males that \,tould best match each of 56 physíca1,
soc ial, and personal attributes.
Describing the âttributes as "good" or "bad", with
good being defined as "'something you would want
other people to say about you or think is nice to say
about someone elser' and with 'bad' being defined
oppositely" (Lerner & Korn, !972, p. 912).

Making a body build identification and preference
response.

¿.

3.
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Lerner and Korn found that the attribution of bad items to
the endomorph and good items to the mesomorph was

increasingly associated with â9ê, but there were no

significant differences obtained as a function of the

subject's body build. In addition, alnost none of the

subjects, regardless of age, preferred to look like the

endomorph. Rather, the majority, especially the 15 to
20-year-olds, preferred to look like the mesomorph.

Some sex differences have been found to exist in the

stereotyping of body builds by chíldren. Caskey and FeIker
(1971) used Staffierits (1967) Iist, of adjectives with
fenale body type silhouettes to determine if girls in Grades

2 to 5 associated specific characteristics with body build
in the same manner as boys did. They found that the

ectomorphic siLhoueÈte was assigned socially favorable

characteristics significantly more often than the other body

builds (".9., best friend, Iots of friends, kind, neat,

happy, pretty, smart), while the mesomorphic silhouette was

assigned only physically favorable adjectives (e.9., strong,
healthy, brave). The ectomorph was assigned physically
unfavorable characteristics like sick and weak significantly
more often. Similar to the boy subjects mentioned

previously, girl subjects did not attribute a greater number

of favorable characteristics to the silhouette resenbling

their own body build type. Rather, girls of all three body

types consistently perceived the endomorphic silhouette
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negatíve1y, associating it with such characteristics as

ta!tIes, worries, gets teased, afraid, dirty, lonely, lazy,

sloppy, mean and ugly.

Staffierí (I972) found a similar tendency to assign

characteristics \,rith unfavorable connotations to a female

endomorphic fuIl-body silhouette in his group ot 7 to

11-year-old female subjects. However, with this group, the

mesomorph rather than the ectonorph was assigned nore

favorable characteristics (e.9., best friend, happy, helps

others, polite, brave, good looking for the mesomorph versus

quiet and clean for the ectomorph). The majority of the

girls showed a preference for looking like the mesomorphic

figure, a preference which did not vary with age.

Mathes's (1972) research involving male and female

school children in the first, third, and sixth grades has

confirmed Staffieri's (1967 , I972) research described above.

AIl subjects, regardless of their own body build and sex,

preferred to look Iike a person with a mesomorphic body

buiId. This preference increased with age and was

particularly evident s¡ith the boys. On the other hand, none

of the subjects wanted to resemble an endomorph, regardl.ess

of their sex, ager or personal body build. A tendency to

assign favorable characteristics to a mesomorphic silhouette

and unfavorable characteristics to an endomorphic silhouette
was also evident with Mathesrs subjects, however, the girls
assigned more favorable characteristics to the ectomorph

than the boys did.
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Not only are obese children the most negatively
perceived when compared to mesomorphic and ectomorphic

peersr but they are also so perceived r,¡hen compared to peers

with physical disabilities. Richardson, Goodman, Hastorf,

and Dornbusch (1961) and Goodman, Dornbusch, Richardson, and

Hastorf (1963) asked children to rank six line drawíngs

depicting children of their own sex with various handicaps

according to whom they liked best. Subject groups included

(a) 10 to 11-year-old urban handicapped and nonhandicapped

children of low socioeconomic status and of various races

and religions, (b) rural nonhandicapped children, (c) urban

nonhandicapped children of middle and high socioeconomic

status, (d) children of low socioecononic status and various

races and religions who were residents of a psychiatric

institution, and (e) institutionalized and

noninstitutionalized mentaLly retarded children from upper

and lower income families, The investigators found that the

drawings were, with some exceptions, ranked as follows:
1. A child rvith no physical handicap.

2. A child with crutches and a brace on the left 1eg.

3. A child sitting in a wheeLchair ¡,rith a blanket
covering both legs,

4. A child !ríth the left hand missing.

5. À child r,¡ith a facial disfigurement on the left side
of the mouth.

6. An obese chi td.
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The only subjects other than the mentalty disturbed and

retarded children who varíed the ranking order shown above

were Jewish boys and girls of low socioeconornic status. The

Je¡r'ish respondents ranked the facially disfigured and obese

stimuli second and fourth respectively. Às r+e11, the

concordance measure for this group was higher than for the

other groups. Goodman et aI. (1963) attríbuted the more

positive predisposítion of the Jewish subjects t,o!¡ard the

obese figure to the belief that "the well-fed stockily built
Jewish child is often viewed by other Jews as one who is
both healthy and loved" (p. 434). The finding that the

concordance measure for these subjects was higher than those

of the other groups Goodman et aI. attributed to the fact
that Jews have been found to be "more homogenous in the

expression of certain val-ues than many other religious or

ethnic groups" (p. 434). The rank order of the drawings of

the retarded and mentally disturbed subjects was accounted

for by their inability to learn the different values

accorded to physical appearance by the dominant culture.
DeJong (1980), using high school girls as subjects,

found thât unless an obese adolescent target offered a

plausible reason for her condition, in this case a thyroid
problern, or showed some evidence of recent \,reight 1oss, her

character was derogated. He found that an obese target who

indicated that she had a thyroid problem r+as perceived as

more self-disciplined and less self-indulgent than an obese
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târget who presented no reason for her body size.

SimíIarly, an obese target r+ho claimed a substantial weight

Ioss was perceived as having greater self-control than a

target who did not make this claim, although the former \.ra s

still viewed more negatively than the obese target with the

thyroid problem. DeJong thus concluded that
the extremely negative attitudes expressed toward
the obese seem to arise from the beLief that
obesity is caused by self-indulgence, gluttony, or
laziness. (p, 77 ) . It is not thè mere iact
that obese people are physically deviant which
causes them to be derogated, but that they are
assumed to be responsible for their deviant
srarus. (p. 85)

Perceptions of body build heLd by children of other
cultures
have employed American children as subjects, there is some

evidence that the body build stereotypes discussed above are

shared to a degree by children of other countries. It
should be noted however, that this is not a universal
phenomenon. Hunt (1972), for exarnple, stated that female

obesity is much admired among urbanized Zulus in South

Àfrica. Nonetheless, North Àmerican stereotypes are evident

to some extent in Mexico and Japan and are certainly evident

in Britain.
Richardson (1971) repeated the studies of Richardson

et aI. (196I) and coodman et aI. (1963) described above

using a wider spectrum of handicapping conditions (e.g.,

double arm amputation, Ieg amputation), as r+eI1 as drawings

of children of normal and skinny builds. Subjects were 10
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to 11-year-old nales and females living in London, England,

and, like the subjects of Richardson et aI. and Goodman et
al., they were asked to indicate which of the children shown

in the drawings they liked best. Of the 21 stimuli, the

obese child was ranked fourteenth when male and femaLe

rankings were considered together. Girls ranked the obese

girl fifteenth; boys ranked the obese boy tr+etf th. Àlthough

the stimuli with normal and skinny builds were tied for
first position ¡+hen male and female rankings were considered

together, when taken separately, boys ranked the boy with
the normal build first r,¡hile the girJ-s ranked the girl with
the skinny build f irst.

Lerner and PooI (1972), using the materials and

procedure employed by Lerner and Korn (1972), found that
fourth, fifth and sixth grade Mexican children attributed
negative characteristics to male endomorphic and ectomorphic

figures, but positive characteristics to male mesomorphic

f igures. There vras some evidence of cultural
differences--the mesomorphic figure nas "less often
aLtributed positive traits in Mexican as opposed to American

culture; similarly, negative traits were i.ess often
attributed to the endomorph" (p. 53).

Tn a similar vein, Lerner and Iwawaki (1975), again

using Lerner and Korn's (1972) rnethods and procedure, found

that 14 to 15-year-old Japanese males and females evaluated

the nale mesomorphic body build in positive terms. Hovrever,
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they also evaLuated the endomorph and ectomorph equally

negatively, unlike their North American counterparts in
Lerner and Korn's (1972) study. As mentioned above, the

American subjects perceived the endomorph more negatively

than they did the ectomorph.

Lerner, Iwawaki, and Chihara (1976), using Lerner,

Karabenick, and Meisel's (1975) methodology, found that
kindergarten, first, second, and third grade Japanese

children exhibited the same aversion to¡,¡ard male and female

endomorphic fígures âs did their Anerican peers in terms of

preferred distance from side-view drawings of male and

female endomorphs, mesomorphs and ectomrphs.

Perceptions of Body BuiId HeId by College Students

Research with college-age subjects indicates that
they share Lhe body build stereotypes held by children.
Brodsky (1954), for example, asked a group of male college
students which of five male body build silhouettes
(endomorph, endo-mesomorph, mesomorph, ecto-mesomorph,

ectomorph) would possess the least and most of a list of 25

characteristics. He summarized his findings by stating that
regardless of the body build of the subjects, the endomorph

was perceived as

an essentially undesirable individual, suited for
nothing except the consuming of Iarge quantities
of food. The mesomorph . lemerged] as a1I
things positive and good. . . . The ectomorph
. [was] visualized as a friendless bundle of
collapsing nerves. (p. 11)
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Similarly, female college students were found by

Lerner (1969b) to associate negative behavioral descriptions

with mal,e endomorphs and ectomorphs while generally

attributÍng socially positive characteristics to male

nesomorphs. Using the methodology and materials of his
earÌier (1969a) investigation Lerner found a high

significant correspondence between the judgments made of

body build by his female respondents and those made by the

10 to 2O-year-old males involved in his previous research.

The endomorph was again described âs the most frequent and

Iargest eater and drinker, the poorest athlete, the worst

soldier, and the least preferred as a personal friend. The

ectomorph was described as smoking three packs of cigarettes
a day, being the least agressive, and again, as being the

most likely to have a nervous breakdown. The mesonorph was

attributed with such characteristics as having many friends,
making the best athlete and soldier, being elected leader,

being the most lranted as a friend, never having a nervous

breakdown, and as being the most aggressíve.

Another sample of male undergraduates judged the

mesomorphic silhouette as the one they would most prefer to
resemble, and described it as being more active, energetic,

and dominant than endomorphic or ectomorphíc silhouettes.
Brodsky's (1954) stereotype of the ectomorph as a "bundle of

nerves" was reaff irmed:

The ectomorphic silhouette was seen by all
subjects as more anxíous than the remaining two
silhouettes. . The endomorphic and
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ectomorphic silhouettes were both rated as more
l¡ithdrawn, shy and dependent than the nesomorphic
silhouette. (Dibiase & HjeIle, 1968, p. 1145)

Yates and Taylor (1978) also found that the

mesomorphic physique was most preferred by college students.

Subjects were shown line drawings traced from Sheldon's

(1954) three major somatypes and asked to rank then from

"most preferred" to "Ieast preferred". Eíghty percent of

the respondents ranked the mesomorph first; 70 percent

ranked the mesomorph as the nost preferred followed by the

ectomorph and endomorph, respect iveIy.
Using 60 of the characteristics associated r,rith

Sheldon's three najor personality types, Yates and Taylor
(1978) asked a second group of male and fenale college

students to assign each characteristic to a drawing of one

of the three basic physiques as described above. Sixty-two
percent of the assignments were in agreement wit,h Sheldon's

system and subjects were nost accurate in assigning

somatotonic (mesomorphic ) characteristics. They r+ere least
accurate in assigning viscerotonic (endomorphic )

characteristics. Since for 43 of the 60 items the physique

assigned most often was the one assigned by Sheldon, Yâtes

and Taylor concluded that generally, Sheldon' s theory

corresponded to cultural stereotypes.

Strongnan and Hart (1968) formed Sheldon's

somatotonic characteristics into questions that would elicit
guantifiâble answers and found that their subjects, male and
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female college students, assòciated the three body build
types with several characteristics at significant levels.
Subjects were âsked to consider one of three r,¡ritten
physical descriptions of either an endomorph, mesomorph, or

ectomorph and to ans!,rer questions according to a S-point
sca1e, for example:

Is his voice unrestrained?

-2 À lot Less than other people in general

-1 À little less than other people in general

0 The same âs other people ín general

+1 A little more than other people in general
+2 A lot more than other people in general.

(Strongman & Hart, 1968)

Endomorphs were Iínked r,¡ith such characterist,ics as a greed

for affection and approval, an orientation toward people, an

orientation tolrard childhood and family relationships, and

complacency. Mesomorphs were seen as having a Love of
physical adventure and an orientation tov¡ard youth, as being

conpetitive and aggressive, and as having a love for
domination and power. Ectomorphs on the other hand, \eere

perceived as being apprehensive, inhibited sociaIIy,
sec ret ive, and emotionally restrained.

Hil1er (198I) used a projective technique in an

exploratory study to determine the degree to which

overweight operated as a t'master statust'--that is, the

extent to which body image overwhelmed other attributes.
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MaIe and fenale college students were asked to write a story

about a mâIe or female overweight or normal weight character

as weII as to describe the personality of their characters

using 20 semantic differential scale items. Stimuli were

presented either as written descriptions or as drawings.

Hil1er found that overweight stimuli were more often

associated with negative stories and unpleasant

personaliLies than were normal weight stimuli and that this
association !¡as much stronger for female targets than for
male targets. Àdditionally, female subjects were more

likely to stigmatize the overweight stimuli than r¡ere male

subjects.

Since Hiller (1981) found pictures to be more

effective thân written descriptions in calling forth the

associations found in the study described above I only

drar+ings were used as stimuli in a later replication.
HilIer ,l-g82) ãtso asked subjects, again male and female

coJ.lege students, to "rate 10 types of people having

physical handicaps or statuses typically stigmatized Ie.9.,
Ku Klux KIan rnember, Communist, ex-convict, tesbianl,
incì.uding both the obese and overweight, on a ?-point social
distance sca1e" (p. 109). Again, overweight stimuli were

associated with negative stories and unpleasant personality

c ha rac t e r i s t i c s . However, overweight nale targets were

described rnore negatively than female targets on semantic

differential scale items. In terms of the social distance
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sca1e, overweight or obese persons !¡ere more stigmatized
than physically handicapped persons, but were less
stigmatized than those persons associated with dísapproved

behaviors or ideologies. HiLler (1982) concluded that
evidence provided in bot,h studies indicated thatoverweight or obesity may indeed operate as ârnaster status which causes otherè to makeunfounded assumptions about pe r sona 1i tycharacterístics hence hindering the abiiity to seèthe overweight person's uniquè qualificalions asan individual. (p. L]2) -

^_ ^-__-._Pelggptiofs of_body þyitd held þy coltege srudentsor oÈner cuJ.Èures. AusLraÌ1an university students were

t"r"a ,t 
".ttta, 

*rris, and Bochner (1982) to hold some of
the same perceptions of obese stimuli as their North

Àmerican counterparts. Subjects were provided wilh a

l¡ritten description of a target person whose weight and sex

were manipulated (average versus overweight, male versus

female). In addition, the target was either described as

wearing gtasses, or no mention of glasses was made.

Subjects were asked to rate the targets on twelve 7-point
semantic differential scales. Harris et al. found that,
regardless of the sex of subjects, male and female obese

targets were characterized as significantly less active,
attractive, and athLetic than were targets of normal weight.
There vras also a nonsignificant tendency for obese targets
to be described as less intelligent, hardworking, popular,
successful , and appropriately sex-typed. Since the sex of
the targets did not interact lrith the effect of obesity,

i'
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Harris et aI. stated that "apparently the public view of
obesity is so negative that it is not differentially
sensitive to further rnanipulations of a person's status (p.

sl1).
Iwawaki and Lerner (1974, L976) attempted to verify

the existence of North Àmerican body build stereotypes in an

Eastern cultural setÈing by using Japanese college students

as subjects. In the earlier study lwawaki and Lerner

employed Lerner's (1969a, t969b) stimuli and verbal

descriptions and found that, as with Lerner's (1969a, 1969b)

subjects, the nesomorph was perceived positively overall.
However, Japanese subjects made the greatest number of

negative attributions Loward the ectomorph rather than

toward the endomorph as the Àmericans had done. Iwawaki and

Lerner speculated that the implications of chubbiness may

have been different in Japanese culture.
Those possessing an endomorphic body type are
colliquially described as having a "manager'ssty1e" body bui1d, a term impJ.ying occupation in a
successful career. . . . Ectomorphy may implypoverty, sickness, and thus the possession of a
body type representatíve of unsuccessful career
occupation. (p. 81)

Iwawaki and Lerner's Later (1976) investigation of

body attitudes of Japanese college students was conducted

using Lerner and Korn's (1972) methodology and materíaIs.

Findings were similar to those described above. Both nal-es

and females held an overwhelmingly positive stereotype of

the mesomorph but an overwhelmingly negative stereotype of
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their results to those of Lerner and Iwawaki (1975) and

terner and Korn (I972), they concluded that

aI1 assessed Japanese and American groups attach
common cognitive/affective "meanings'r to stimulus
figures representing mâIe Endomorph, Mesomorph,
and Ectomorph body types. Males and females in
both cultures, ranging in age from the adolescent
through the aduLt years, maintain negative
appraisals of Endornorph and Ectomorph physique
types, and a positive set of expectations for the
Mesomorph body build. @.7A-75)

Perceptions of Bodv Build HeId by Other Groups

Investigations involving more heterogeneous groups

of subjects than school children and college students tend

to confirm the perceptions of the various body builds noted

above, with some qualifications. Goodman et al. (1963) for
exampl-e, included a subsample of male and fenale adults
involved in the rehabilitation of the physically handicapped

(u.9., nurses, therapists, physicians, social workers,

psychologists) in their study of the preference ranking of
handicapped and obese children described previously. The

preferences expressed by these subjects were identical to
those produced by most of the children employed in this
study and that of Richardson et al. (1961). That is, again

the obese chíld rr'as ranked last. Najman, Klein, and Munro

(1982) found a similar negative reaction to obesity by

medical professionals. When asked to list in rank order the

medical conditions and social or personal characteristics of
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patients which they found produced negative feelings, a

sample of American and Australian doctors ranked obesity
fifth and sixth respectiveLy out of ten. The authors also
found that the youngest doctors, those 39 years or younger,

were tr,ro to three t imes as 1i ke).y as the oldest doctors to
report negative feelings about obese patients.

Maddox, Back, and Liederman (L969) used a more

varied adult sample than did Goodman et aI. (1963) and

expanded their methodology somewhat to discover the extent
to ¡¿hích the stigmatization of fat indíviduals was evident
among various socioeconomic Aroups. Subjects were patients
at a public out-patient clinic of a medicaL center. These

people were predominantly from the Ìor,¡er-middle class and a

sampling procedure was adopted to include equal numbers of
males and females, blacks and whites, and normal and

overweight people. Maddox et aI. also selected four special
subsamples consisting of (a) white small-town and rural
60-year-o1d males, (b) white 40 to 60-year-old college
educated females, (c) black 20 to 4O-year-o1d college
educated males, and (d) black urban f ernales. Subjects were

asked to rank the pictures used by Richardson et al. (1961)

and coodman et aI (1963) according to which stimulus figure
they Iiked the best. Subjects from the special subsamples

were also asked to assess how responsible certain
individuals were for particular personal characteristics.
These individuats were described to subjects as (a) a man
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with a flabby body, (b) a woman needing a girdle, (c) â

wornan nibbling, (d) a healthy man, (e) a crippled woman, and

(f ) a blind person.

The overweíght. child v¡as ranked last again, although

there r,¡ere some exceptions. These exceptions were: (a)

physically disabled males from the clinic, (b) males from

the clinic who associated the picture of the overr+eight

child r.rit,h a specific person, (c) black females, and (d)

lean individuals who indicated that they wanted to be

heavier than they were. In addition, individual
responsibility was highly ímputed to the first three t,arget
persons l-isted above, that is, to the targets assocíated

¡,rith obesity. The heatthy man was thought to be moderately

responsible for his condition and the handicapped persons

not at aI1 responsible for lheir predicament. Maddox et aI.
concluded that

in five samples . . . of adults selected frompopulations reasonably expected to have differentatLitudes toward fatness, indications of a
negative stereotype were consistenlly found. . . .In the case of the overweight person, his socialdeviancy, for which he is imputed to be
responsible, tends to be socially disabling. (p.
297 )

Other studies have been conducted ¡,¡herein adults'
judgments of children have again revealed body build
stereotypes si¡nilar to those mentioned previously. Ì{aIker
(L962) had three judges rate the photographs of 2 to
4-year-oJ.d nursery school children for the three conponents

of body build as described by Sheldon (1940). The
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photographs were then evaLuated on 63 behavior rating items

by four or five teachers. Items associated with boys

indentified as endomorphs pointed to assertive
aggressiveness (e.9., self-assertive, revengeful, easily
angered, inconsiderate, quarrelsome), energetic behavior
(ambitious, daring, noisy, boyish), exlraversion (does not

daydream, social in ptay), and low sensitivity (insensitive
to pain, feelings not easily hurt, few nervous habits).
Items associâted \iith endomorphic girls showed a perception

by the teachers of good personal-social adjustnent (recovers

guickly from upsets, not tense, does not daydream, direct in

solving sociaL problems, social in play). In contrast to
the endomorphic children, both mal-e and female ectomorphs

were described as not attackÍng others, not social in play,
daydreamers, indirect in solving problems, and emotionally
restrained. More items were associated with ectonorphy in
boys than in girls, and these generally showed a perception

of the boys as cautíous, quiet, not self-assertive or

energetic, hesitant to give offense, looking to adults
rather than children for approval, sensitive, and slow to
recover from upsets. Ectomorphic girls were perceived as

unfriendly, tense, not gay or cheerful , and irritable. Boys

and girls classified as mesomorphs were associated with
characteristics such as dominating assertiveness (Ieader in
pIay, competitive, self-assertive, easily angered, attâcks
others), high energy output, openess of expression, ând
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fearÌessness. laesomorphic Airls also tended to be

associated with socialness, cheerfulness, and warmth,

whereas boys were characterized by hostility (quarrelsome,

revengeful, inconsiderate) and impulsiveness (daring, noisy,
quick, accident prone, self-confident). while WaIker noted

that terms associated with the body builds of the children
were similar rrto those described by Sheldon for college-age

men, . . . the strength of association Iwas] not âs strong

as he Ireported]" (p. 79).

Hendry and Gillies (1978) also asked physical

education teachers to rate characteristics of their 15 to
J.6-year-old pupils, who had been classified by the authors

as either overweight, average, or underweight. Teachers

rated the pupils on S-point scâIes as to their physical

ability, enthusiasm for sport, friendliness, popularity,
social anxiety, competitiveness, reliability, and

attractiveness of appearance. Àccording to Hendry and

Gillies, there was a clearer distinction in teachers'
perceptions of girlsr characterístics than of boys',
although pupils of average buiLd were perceived as having

significantly greater physical ability than the others, and

underweigh! pupils were rated as more socially anxious.

Girls of average veigh! were seen as more âttractive and

enthusiastic about sports than ¡,¡ere overweight girls, while

underweight girls r,rere rãted as ).ess competitive than were

average weight girls. Hendry and Gillies also found that
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teachers' perceptions of overweight pupils sere no different
than their perception of those of average weight in terms of

friendLiness, popularity, and reliability.
Wells and Siege1 (1961), employing adult nale and

female subjects from middle, lower-middle, and upper-lower

classes, found that different temperaments leere believed by

this group to be associated with the three different male

body builds. Results of this study showed that an

endomorphic silhouette was rated as

fatter, older, shorter (even though the
silhouettes were all the same height), more
old-fashioned, lazier, Iess strong (physicalty),
less good looking, more talkative, more
warm-hearted and sympathetic, more good-natured
and agreeable, more dependent on others, and more
trusting of others. (p. 78)

On the other hand,

the mesomorph was rated stronger, more masculine,
better looking, more adventurous, younger, taller,
more mature (in behavior) and more self reliant.
Ànd the ectomorph !.ras rated thinner, more
suspicious of others, more tense and nervous, less
masculine, more stubborn and inclined to be
difficult, more pessinistic and quieter. (p. 78)

In a more extensive study involving 500 males and

females from 6 to 60 years of age, the age of subjects was

found to determine the attributions made of the various body

builds. Using Staffieri's (1967) methodology, Kirkpatrick
and Sanders (1978) found that subjects aged 6 to 25 rated

the endomorph more negatively that the ectomorph, subjects

aged 26 to 40 rated the endomorph and ectomorph equally, and

subjects aged 41 and older vier,¡ed the ectomorph more
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negâtively than the endomorph. WhiIe 6 to 2s-year-old
subjects matched the majority of the positive traits to the

mesomorph, as age increased, the mesomorph became more

negâtively rated. However, the endomorph became Iess
negatively regarded as age increased and ectomorph became

more negatively regarded.

Other evidence exists that confirms the increasingly
benevolent attitude taken toward the endomorph or obese

person r¡ith an increase in age of subjects. M. Spigelman
(lecture, Àpril 8, j.981) found that middle-aged subjects
rated naLe and female endomorphic figures Iess negatively
than younger people rated them. Subjects' own body weight
(as judged by the experimenter) had no effect on response,

Ieading Spigelman to conclude that overweight people shared

the attitudes of the majority toward their body size.
Àdditional evidence has also been provided by Harris

and Smith (1982) ¡vho found thât adult subjects r{ere

significantly less Iikely to say that obesity was a person,s

own fault than were nursery school, first grade, or fifth
grade subjects. Adults were also more likely to cite
reasons other than eating habits for the obese person's
condition, f.or example, physical/medical, emotional and

psychological reasons. As subject age decreased, however,

greater percentages of subjects cited eating habits as the

reason why people get fat. Harris and Snith noted that
although adults did not always assign blame to an
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individual, this did not necessarily mean that they would

refuse to stigmatize hím or her.

The Socia1 Implications of Body BuiId

The research cited provides evidence that body buiJ.d

is used as a cue in person perception. Persons of certain
physical types are believed by others to have personal

characteristics ¡lhich are peculiar to their physiques.

Unpleasanl charact,eristics are usually associated with the

endomorph; more people also show a desire to keep their
distance from a person of that body build and do not want to
see that component in themselves (nailey & Hankins, !979;

Jourard & Secord, 1955; Tucker, 1983). It may be concluded

that, especially in North Àmerica, endomorphy or obesity is
regarded as particularly unattractive. ¿ On the other hand,

there seems to be some question as to whether the classical
hourglass female figure or the less curved, piIIar shaped

ectomorphic female figure is currently considered more

attractive. Gitter, Lomranz, Saxe, and Bar-Tal (1983), for
example, found that male and female college students

considered front and side-view line drawings of hourglass

female figures more attractive than drawings of pillar
shaped female figures. However I Horvath (1979) found

'z Endomorphic women have not
unattractive. BelIer (1977 )
the twentíeth century "Venus
the guise of an endomorph:
rve I1 fleshed out" (p.35).

aInays been cons idered
states that untiL early in

was almost always drar+n in
moon-faced, pearshaped and
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ofslenderness in female stimuli to be,'a powerful predictor
attractiveness. . . . Curvedness, conLrary to intuition,
did not correLate with mean attractiveness" (p. I4B). In
addition, data collected on the height, weight, bust, waist,
and hip measurements of Playboy centerfolds of the past 2O

years has indicated that the Venus of the tvrentieth century
may be becoming progressively thinner and more pitlar
shaped. carner et al. (1980) found that from 1959 Lo 1979,

Playboy centerfolds' mean bust and hip measurements

decreased while mean waist measurements increased in the

same period. Similarly, Garner et aI. found that !¡hen the

absolute weíghts of Miss Àmerica pageant contestants were

converted to percent of average r+eight for age, heightf and

sex (based on population means reported by the 1959 Society

of Àctuaries), there was a high negative correlation between

year and percent of average weight for contestants for the
period from 1959 through 1978. In addition, afÈer 1970,

Pageant winners were found to weigh significantly less than

contestants. Garner et aL. were therefore moved to describe

the ideal female body form as becoming more "tubularrr and

speculated that "the current symbols of 'sexual
attractiveness' may be gravitating toward a weight which is
in biological opposition to normal reproductive activity"
(p. 490 ) .

Thinness seems also to be linked to socioeconomic

status, particularly for females. Gotdblatt r Moore, and
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Stunkard (1965) found that v¡ith increâsing socioeconomic

status, smaller proportions of women were discovered to be

obese. Specifically, "with increasing status, women moved

from the 'obeser to the 'thin' category, whereas men moved

from the 'obese' to the 'normal"' (p. 1042). Goldblatt et
a1. hypothesized that the increasing incidence of thinness

in women as they proceeded up the social ladder may have

been due to a selection process in status-conferring
situations for women (".9., promotion, marriage to a higher

status mate), whereby thinner r+omen were preferentially
sel.ected. Alternatively, they suggested thaÈ an

acculturation process might be in effect. Women who had

managed to attain upper socioeconomic status for a reason

other than thinness would come to observe that more

importance was being attached to being slim than was the

case in their previous social rnilieu. Therefore, to become

more sociaLly accepted, they would be more inclined to make

the effort to lose weight.

North Americans, especially North American females,

are thus under Lremendous societaf pressure to be thin. Not

only are the vast najority of popular role models free of

inordinate amounts of subcutaneous fatty tissue, but an

entire industry is geared to providing a means of emulating

them. Diet plans; reducing aids in the form of gadgets,

pil1s, and calorie-reduced foods; exercise devices, and even

surgical techniques are utilized as weapons in the "battle
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of the bulge". Those who do not make use of one or rnore of

these methods in order to conform to v¡hat society considers

to be the most desirable body shape often pay the social and

financial costs of being Iabelled as deviant (Cahnrnan, 1968;

KaIisch, 1972; Maddox et aL., 1968; Tobias & cordon, 1980).

Moreover, the person who possesses a physique that is

covered with more than an acceptable anount of adipose

tissue is considered to be somewhat immoral (xeys, 1955;

Louderback, I970). Keys (1955) stated that

it is widely believed that obesity is the bodity
evidence of self-indulgence, hence at least
faintly immoral and inviting retribution.
Conversely, the reduction of obesity and the
avoidance of the temptation of gluttony implies
self-denial r,rhich brings rewards, appropriately
including good health. (p. 457)

Louderback (1970) cites other rewards that may be

reaped by those who maintain a slim physique: social
acceptance and upward nobility. He contends that

just as Lhe puritáns once scrutinized their
children as welI as themselves for signs of
damnation by a predestining God, so their
descendents anxiously look for incipient folds of
flesh that will condemn them, not to HeIl, but to
a drop in the slatus hierarchy. (p. 25)

According to Cahnman (1968), the self-indulgence and

Iack of self-control the obese are perceived to exhibit are

"not conducive to aquiring the habits which lead to economic

success and upper-cIass sta tus

disgrace" (p. 287).

The outcome is soc iaL
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Further social costs of obesity. Obese people, both

male and female, have been found to be stigmatized because

of their body type, and, according to researchers, often
encounter the sane types of prejudice !¡ith which racial and

ethnic minorities are confronted. For example, Larkin and

Pines (1979) asked subjects to view a videotape of a target
(either average or overweight, male or female) performing a

test for mental ability and a perceptual-motor task.
Subjects were told that the target was a job applicant
taking the tests at an employrnent agency and were asked

whether they would recommend hiring the target for a job

requiríng skiIIs as measured by the tests, Larkin and pines

found that overvreight applicants were significantly Iess
highly recommended for hiring than the average weight

targets regardless of the sex of the target, subject, or
type of tesL. Further, when asked to assess the target's
work-related characteristics, subjects rated overweight
applicants as significantly less neat, active, productive,
energetic, ambitious, attractive, and healthy and as

significantly less IikeIy to take the initiative than their
average weight counterparts. ÀdditionalIy, overweight

targets were perceived as significantly more tikely to need

prompting, to Iack self-discipline, and to give up easily.
Larkin and Pines speculated that an employer might justify
not hiring an overweight person on the grounds that
enploying him or her would be "bad for business since
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potential clients or custorners either find the overweight

person distasteful or associate the overweight condition
with deficient performance" (p. 325).

Anecdotal evidence aLso suggests that such reasoning

may prevail. An American appeals court heÌd that the

abnornal weight of a job applicant was a legitimate reason

for a company not to hire a 5-foot-8-inch ¡,¡oman weighing 341

pounds. Although the State Human Rights Commission had

originally upheld the woman's discrimination claim against

the company, ruling that her obesity was a handicap, the

appeals court asserted that obesity vras not a legal
handicap. It held that an employer could discriminate among

applicants to eliminate those it feLt might have a potential
for absenteeism or low productivity ("Newslines,'1982).

Further evidence that body build has irnplicaLions

beyond the laboratory has been provided by several

investigators. Benson, Severs, Tatgenhorst, and Loddengaard

(1980), for example, devised a field experiment, to test
whether the negative perceptions about obese persons found

in Iaboratory settings (e.g., Larkin & pines, 1979) could be

generalized to a field setting. Seventy rnale publíc health

administrators were mailed a cover letter, resume I and

questionnaire from a female undergraduate confederate in the

public health field. Subjects Here asked both to assess

whether the target had a good chânce of getting into a

related graduale program and to estinate the chances she had
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of getting a good job in the area of public health. Letters
either had no accompanying photograph, or one of two front
view photographs of the target shot from the waist up. In

one photo, the target r,¡as photographed ín her normal state;
in the other, with considerable padding under her shirt.
Benson et aI. found that firstly, return rates for the

normal target and no picture conditions were significantly
higher than for the obese target condition. Secondly, it
was found that the obese target received significantly more

negative responses to the questionnaire than did the normal

and unphotographed targets. Benson et a1. explained the

differences in the assistance given the targets by

suggesting that since helping has been found to be

positively related to degree of liking, and those wit,h obese

body builds are not liked very much, "liking may mediate the

body-build and helping relationship" (p. 94), They also

noted that it has been found that
persons whose dependency is perceived to be
related to internal factors (moral weakness, lack
of motivation, etc.) receive relatively less aid
possibly because they are viewed as undeserving.(p. 95 )

Since evidence exists that the obese are in fact seen as

responsible for their condition, "the withholding of help to
the obese could reflect an assumption that they, in fact, do

not nerít aid" (p. 95).

Body build has been an important variable in "real
worId" situations other than the search for enployment.
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Karris (1977) found that 5 of 11 landlords would not rent

an apartment to an obese nale confederate while all 1L

agreed to rent one to a similarly dressed confederate of
normaf weight. Both targets asked for the same information
regarding amount of rent, security deposit, etc.; however,

when confronted with the obese confederate, three of the

non-renting landlords increased the rent and two stated that
the apartment was rented to another student. In the same

vein, Canning and Mayer (1967) found that an obese body

build was a disadvanLage to college applicants. Obese

applicants, especially if they ¡,¡ere f ernale, were rejected at
a rnuch higher rate by college interviewers than lt'ere

nonobese applicants, regardless of high schoot grade

performance or IQ lesl scores.

Thus, there is evidence that body build is used

often and consistently as a cue in making judgments of

others in situations involving both direct and indirect
person perception. People are attributed with specific
characteristics because of their physiques and seem also to
have dífferent actions tâken tor,¡ards them as a result.

Clothinq as a Cue in Person perception

Clothing, Iike body build, has been viewed as an

important cue in the process of making judgments of others,
especially in first contact situations. FIugel (1930)

considered a person's attire to be of primary ímportance in
the fornation of first impressions:
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Àpart from the face and hands . what we
actually see and react to are, not the bodies, but
the clothes of those around us. It is from these
clothes that we form a first impression of our
fellow creatures. (p. 15)

Ryan (1966) fett that because a person! s clothing
influnces the initiaL impression made on others, clothing
could also dictate whether or not further social contact

would take place:

Fírst impressions play a very inportant part in
the later social interaction between individuals.

. Clothing, because it is one of the clues
used by people in these first reactions, may
therefore play a part in the aclual selection of
our friends and aquaintances. (pp. 8, 9)

The importance of clothing as a percepLual cue has

become evident ín the Iimited contact situations t,hat abound

in modern Iife, according to Roach and Eicher (1973):

Few people of the many contacted daily are known
intimately. Therefore reactions to olhers depend
a great deaÌ upon appraisals of the cues that
dress provides. People react to those they do not
know according t,o how they interpret Lheir
appearance. (p. 183 )

Shared symbols of a given social world allow members to
appraise and interpret another person's dress similarly,
thus expediting soc ia1 intercourse.

For the purposes of this review, research concerning

the ways in which clothing cues are interpreted are

discussed under two headings: the effects of clothing on the
perception of personal attributes and the effects of

clothing on behav i or .
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The Effects of Clothjnq on the Percepti
ÃTt-;iEütes

Paper and pencil tests have been t.he most common

method of determining if and how clothing affects the

perception of another person's personal attributes. In the

studies described in this section, stimulus figures or

clothing styles were selected by the investigators (except

in one case, described later) and v¡ere presented to

subjects, generally university students, B'ith instruments

such as semantic differential scales. Results of such tests
have often indicated lhat people, sharing common symboLs,

form stereotypes of others on the basis of their attire. In

fact, pieces of clothing have been found t,o have "meaning"

in and of themselves. Gibbins and Coney (1981) , tor
example, found that university students made consistent
ratings of skirts and tops drawn in various styles. Short

skirts were perceived as more youthful and outgoing than

were knee-Iength, mid-calf, and floor-Ienglh skirts, but the

Iongest skirts were seen as the most sophisticated. Narrow

skirts were perceived as more sophisticated and arrogant yet

less friendly than r'¡ide ones. À tank top was seen as more

youthful , outgoing, friendly, open-minded, and sexy than a

T-shirt
Judgements of sexual attitudes, too, have been made

on the basis of various pieces of clothing. Mathes ãnd

Kempher (1976) asked male and female college students to
indicate how often they wore various items and styles of
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clothing, their sexual attitudes and behavior, and the

freguencies with which they believed sexually Iiberal and

conservative students wore various items and styles of
clothing. Results of this study sholred that while subjects
did believe that certain styles of clothing were indicative
of liberal sexual attitudes and behavior (e.g., open or net

shirts, going shirtless for men; hip-hugger and hot pants,

tops exposing the midriff, halter tops, going braless for
women), only a few clothing iterns and sLyles actually were

indicative of reported liberal attitudes and behavior of
women (e.9., cutoffs, tops exposing the mídriff, going

braless, work shirts) but not of men. Mathes and Kempher

concluded that "it appears that people readily accept

beliefs (sometimes invalid beliefs) concerning relationships
betv¡een appearance and personality traits,' (p. 498).

Various characteristics have been attributed to
clothed female figures on the basis of attire. Gibbins
(1969), for example, found that his subjects, 15 to
16-year-old grammar school girls, were prepared to make

judgments about the kind of person who r,¡ould wear certain
clothes. They agreed to a very large extent both on the

characteristics of the wearer of a particular outfit and

upon the differences between wearers of various outfits
"even for variables not lhought to be obvious from one's

clothes" (p. 306). These subjects distinguished among

photographs of women (whose heads had been blocked out) in
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terms of age, occupational Ievel, personality, dating
patterns, sexual morals, smoking and drinking habits, and to
a lesser extent, educationaL levets. Hamid (1969) also
found consístent perceptions of photographed female stimulus
figures based on the style of dress worn. Both male and

female college students, for example, judged figures with
nakeup, brightly colored dresses and high hemlines as being

sophisticated, immoral, and physically attractive.
The perceived sociability of a female college

student was found by Johnson, Nagasawa, and peters (1977) to
vary according to whether she was photographed wearing an

in-fashion clothing style (pants outfit or mini-skirted
dress) or an out-of-fashion ensemble (coaL and dress

ensemble or shift). Sociability r+as defined in this study

as the summed response to three 7-point scales: warm-cool ,

sociable-unsociableand friendly-unfriendly. Male and

female college students gave significantly higher
sociability ratings to the model r,¡hen she wore the more

fashionable styles and there were no differences in the
response of male and female subjects to the stimulus person.

For Neilsen and Kernaleguen's (1976) female college
studenÈs, the attractiveness of the face and head of female

stimulus figures was a significant factor in their
perception of the physical attractiveness of the entire
person as well as perceived social desirability and

expectations of social and professional happiness. The
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attractiveness of the clothed bodies of the stimulus figures
on the other hand, influenced only perceptions of bourgeois

orientation (unIikeIy to sympathize with oppressed people,

belief in noney and wealth as primary ingredients for a

happy life, likely to be snobbish and a social status

seeker). Three facial pictures and three clothed body

pictures were pretested seperately for altractiveness by

college students and each represented one of three

attractiveness conditions: high, Iow, and medium

attractiveness. Each head was combined with eâch body for
the study, and it was found that regardless of the

attractiveness of the clolhèd body, the high facial
attractiveness condition was considered the nost socía1Iy

desirable, and the low facial attractiveness condition was

rated the least desirable. Expectations of social and

professional happiness increased with facial attractiveness
for the highly attractive body onì.y, and all three types of

facial attractiveness had the highest bourgeois orientation
ratings when âttached to the body of mediun attractiveness.
Ryan's statement that "clothing definitely is a factor in
the perception of personality traits although it may not be

as inportant a factor âs the individual's features or facial
expressionrr (p. 21) may thus be accurate.

Tn recent yearsr some investigators have turned

their attention to the formal/casual dimension of dress.

"Formal" daytime dress has been, in most cases, synonymous
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vrith rlprof essional" attire. For Harris et a1. (1983), for
example, formal daytime wear consisted of a suit, dress,

pantsuit, or jacket, blouse and skirt, worn with hose and

heels, "suitable for professional wear, not faddish or

trendy; . . . what a woman would be expected to wear to an

important job interview or to give a lecture to a large
group" (p. 91). Kerr and DeIl (1976) also described similar
costumes (attractive dress or taiLored pants suit, with hose

and dress shoes) as "professional". Casual dress on the

other hand, was defined by Harris et al. as a skirt or pants

(not jeans), and shirt, b).ousè or sweater worn with sandals

or casual shoes (not sneakers); I'not a clearly matching

'outfit', but not clashing; something. a woman might wear

around t,he house or to run errands" (p. 2J-). Kerr and

DeII's casual attire, however, did include jeans, as well as

a "casual" shirt, r+alking shoes, and bright socks.

Results of the formal,/casual rnanipulatíon of dress

on the perception of personal attributes have been diverse.
Harris et al. (1983) found that adult subjects âpproached in
a shopping mall varied in their response to a Ìrornan

photographed in five different clothing styles. These were:

Formal Skirt, FormaI Pants, CasuaI Skirt, Casual pants (aI1

as descríbed above ) , and Jeans ( jeans, T-shi rt or

sweatshirt, sneakers or sandals; described as sloppy rather
than revealing or sexy). Regardless of sex, subjects

responded to the Formal Skirt ensemble more favorably than
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they did to the Jeans style on several measures. The model

was perceived as significantly happier, more successful,

feminine, interesting, attractive, and intelligent when

attired in the Fornal Skirt outfit than when dressed in the

Jeans outfit. The model ¡+as al-so perceived as significantly
more interesting and more wanted as a friend when she wore

the Formal Skirt outfit Lhan when she wore the Formal pants

outfit. Response to t,he Formal Skirt ensemble was also
significantly more favorable than to the Casual Skirt and

casual PanÈs style on severaL measures: happy-sad,

successf uI-unsuccessf uI, attract ive-unattracL ive.
In Kerr and DelI's (1976) study of the effects of

counselor behavior, attire, and interview setting on

perceived expertness and attractiveness, attire was

manipulat,ed as described above. MaIe and female

undergraduate students were interviewed by a female

interviewer v¡ho was dressed either professionally or

casually and ¡,¡ho acted out either an expert role (logical
order of questioning revealing psychological expertise,
structured interview, minimal responsiveness to the student )

or an attractive role (high degree of responsivenessr

greater concern \,riLh student feelings about factual events

than with events themselves, Iess structured interview with
positive self discLosures). Interviews were conducted in
either an office or a lounge r and after they had taken

place, subjects ¡,¡ere asked to rate interviewer expertness
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and attractiveness. Àttire did not effect perceived

attractiveness either singly or in combination with settíng
or interviener roIe, however, dress did interact with
interviewer role to affect perceived expertness. Kerr and

DeIl concluded that behavior in an interpersonal siLuation
may be more important than other variables such as dress or

setting.
Littrel1, LittrelI, and Kuznik (I98I) also

investigated the relationship of counselors' dress to
clients' evaluations of them using the formal/casual

dimension. They exposed Caucasian and Indian high school

students to slides of male and f e¡nale high school counselors

wearing clothing which had been previously selected and

categorized by other students. Six clothing styles were

presented. Subjects were asked to indicate whether they

would agree to talk to a given counselor about personai. and

school problems and their pos!-graduation pIans. The

counselor wearing the formal, conservative, out-of-date
costume vias the least preferred by both groups of students.
Hoviever, whereas the Indian students preferred male and

female counselors r+earing fashionable, coordinated,
up-to-date attire (three piece blue pin-striped suits),
Caucasian students preferred counselors dressed in young,

casuaL at!ire (sweaters and slacks). Littre1I et aI.
concluded that the f ormal,/casual dress dimension could not

be used solely to explain students' preferences .for
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counselors. They suggested that the up-to-date,/out-of-date

and new/old gualities of clothing would be worthy of study,

perhaps in combination with the dimension of formality.
As was noted âbove, response to attributes of rnale

as well as to female stimulus figures has been found to vary

according to dress. Laswell and Parshall (1961) for
example, found that college students were able to make

consistent judgments of the social class of 25 to
65-year-old men r¡hose photographs they viewed. This was

true r¡hether subjects were presented with complete pictures
of these men or ¡+ith pictures of them from the neck down.

Rankings of the men's heads only, however, did not lead to
such uniform results. Subjects reported that the men's

clothing and accessories affected their judgrnents of social
class, although posture and hands were also mentioned in

one-quarter of the cases.

MaIe college students resóonding to a male model

attired in four different outfits also showed a tendency to
stereotype according to clothing, although the social
community of subjects was found to influence their
perceptions. Noes j irr¡an and Crar,¡ford (1982) exposed their
respondents to photographs of a nale dressed in either
slacks and a sports shirti shorts, T-shirt and thongsi

business suit with tie; or faded patched jeans, Indian

shirtf beads, and Ieather sandals (hippie attire). Subjects

were education, agriculture, business, and behavioral
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science studentsr and they were asked to respond both to the

stimulus person himself and to his form of dress. Overall,

subjects rated the business suit and slacks outfit as more

usuaI, polite, conservative and different from what the

respondent hinself ¡,¡ould wear, but perceíved the slacks

differently from the business suit, rating the sLacks as

safer, sharper, and more "in". The hippie costume was rated

as more fa1se, weak, unusual, notíceable, and radíca1 than

the shorts and thongs costume. while the business students

perceived the slacks and especially t,he suit as indicating a

conscientious, hard rqorking attitude t,oward r,¡ork and studyl

social science students perceived these costumes as

reflecting an acceptance of the slatus quo and conformity to
conservative social and politica). attitudes. The

agriculture students perceived the hippie costume as

indicating a careless person with no personal pride or

respect for society whereas the social scíence students

thought the same attire reflected a humanistic orientation
and liberal attitudes. The shorts and thongs ensemble was

favorably perceived by all types of students, although the

education and business students preferred a tídier
appearance. Noesjirwan and Crawford concluded that "the
meanings attached to a particular form of dress derive
partly from the nature of the dress, but partly from the

framework of interpretalion adopted by a particular social
group" (p. 162).
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Miller (1982) attempted to determine whether the

clothing of male actors with a visible physical impairment

affected the perception of wheLher they wouLd be desired as

friends. Actors were videotaped conversing with another

actor and wore either patterned clothing (brown striped
suit, checkered shirt, broad striped tie) or a solid brown

suit and tie. In each dress condition they appeared with or

without a hearing aid. Ratings by female college students

Índicated that actors without hearing aids and actors
wearing solid colored clothing were more desired as friends
than were their counterparts. The patterned clothing also

significantly reduced the friendship ratings given the

hearing ímpaired actors, and targets with a hearing aid and

patterned clothing were perceived to be less desirable as

friends than were actors in the other dress/irnpairment

conditíons. MiIler suggested that his results indicated
clothing could lessen the impact of some types of physical
ímpaírment on some aspects of impression formation but the

range of impairments as well as the types of attributions
had yet to be determined.

The Effects of Clothing Cues on Behavior

Field experiments have generally been employed to
determine how people behave v¡hen confronted with different
clothing cues. Researchers have used such behaviors as

petition signing and survey participation to gauge subject
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response to manipulations of dress cues. Reactions to
varíâtions of several dimensions of clothing have been

studied: for example, high and l-ow stâtus clothing,
conventional and hippie attire, neat and untidy dress, and

formal and casual dress. OnIy 4 of the 15 studies described

Ín this section (Bickman, !97I; Bouska & Beatty, 1979¡

Bryant, J-975¡ ciles & Farrar, 1979) included any pretesting
of the dimensions of the clothing alternatives investigated.
In alI other cases, experimenters themselves have determined

what constituted high or low status attire, neat or sloppy

dress, or straight or hippie dress. In the case of Kroll
and Moren (1977), although the experimenters themselves

chose the costumes to be tested, "comments fron family
members and associated supported the contention that the

experimenters' attire was perceived as unconventional" (p.

r29)

Hiqh and Lor¡ status clothinq. Several authors
(Lefkowitz, Blake & Mouton, 1955; Bickman, 197L; Bouska &

Beatty, 1978) have attempted to discover the effects lrearers

of high and Iow status clothing had on several behaviors.

Lef ko¡vitz et al. (1955) used a male confederate dressed in

either high status (suit, shined shoes, white shirt, tie,
and stra\e hat) or Lon status attire (worn shoes, soí1ed and

patched trousers, and an unpressed dením shirt) to determine

whether subjects would violate a prohibition by following
the example provided by the confederate. In this case, the
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prohibition violation l¡as defined as crossing a street
against a do-not-waì.k signal. Lefkowitz et aI. found that
significantly more pedestrians crossed against the signal
after the high status model was seen doing so than when the

low status model performed the same action.
Using both male and femaLe confederates, Bickman

(1961) found that a person's honesty was dependent upon the
perceived social stat,us of the target with whom he or she

was reacting. In this experiment, high status male

confederates wore suits and ties while high status female

confederates nore neat dresses and dress coats. When

simulating lon stâtus persons, the nales wore work clothes
and carried a flashlight, lunch paiI, or six-foot rule,
r+hiIe the females wore skirts and blouses and were generally
unkempt in appearance. When asked by the confederates to
return dimes that they had left in phone booths, only 38

percent of the subjects conplied with targets in low status
attire. Seventy-eight percent of the subjects returned the

dime in the high status condition, however, neíther the sex

of the confederates or of the subjects affected the tendency

of subjects to return dimes, nor did the race, â9er or

status of the subjects.

In Bouska and Beatty's (1978) study of the effects
of status, presence of conversation, and interaction
distance on the permeability of group boundries, a

businessman's standard attire of suÍt and tie, and a
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Catholic príest's black suít and white collar were used as

high status clothing. A college student's ensemble of blue
jeans and T-shirt, v¡as used as low stâtus attire. In this
experiment, a casually dressed confederate conversed, near

the entrance of a large store, wíth another confederate

dressed in one of the costumes described above. Shoppers

¡,rere watched to see if they would walk around or between the

confederates positioned 54 inches (137 cm.) from each

other--a distance beyond the standard 42 inches (107 cm.)

cited as the personaf zone boundry. I^then one member of the

dyad was dressed either as a priest or businessman,

pedestrians were reluctant to pass betv¡een the two. The

conversing student dyad on the other hand, detoured

significantLy fewer pedestrians. Bouska and Beatty

speculated that the student dyad was seen to be less

deserving of privacy and courtesy than were the participânts
in the higher status conditions.

HipÞies and straights. The hippie,/straight dress

dichotomy has been employed by several investigators to
determine the effect of clothing cues on different, types of

behavior. Suedfeld, Bochner, and Matas (1971), for example,

found that peace march participants, most of whom lrere young

and unconventionally dressed, reacted differently to female

anti-war petitioners according to the attire of the latter.
The petitioner dressed as a hippie (Iong, loose hair, denim

jacket. and slacks, sandals) v,as abLe to gather more
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signatures in this setting than l¡as her counterpart wearing

"straight" dress (dress, coat, white shoes ¡vith medium

heels, white handbag). More people signed the petition of

the "hippie" !¡ithout reading the text, and she ¡+as also able

to attract significantly greater numbers of unsolicited
signatures. The "straightÍ petitionerf on the other hand,

received a significantly higher proportion of reasoned

refusaLs. Suedfeld et aÌ. speculated that the peace

marchers felt more obliged to explain their non-compliance

to someone who appeared, according to her attire, to be an

outsider, rather than to someone who appeared to be a member

of the i n-group.

A petition signing situation was also used by Keasey

and Toml i nson-Kea sey (1973) to determine the influence of

hippie and straight attire on the behavior of others. The

confederates in this study were a young adult male and

female who presented an anti-war petition to adult males and

females in a shopping center. when dressed in straight
clothing, the confederates obtained more than the average

percentage of signatures from males while the female hippie
obtained less than the average percentage of signatures f rorn

female subjects. FurLhermore, both hippie petitioners
received signif icantì.y fewer polite or reasoned refusals
than did the straight petitioners and received more evasive

verbaL responses than Èhe straight confederates did.
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Bryant (1975), using a similar methodology to
Suedfeld et al. (1971), and including both "hip" and

"straight" subjects, found that subjects were influnced by

dress r,¡hen the petition to be signed was neutrâI in tone.
Three petítions, classified as either neutral, left-wing, or
right-wing, were presented to young male passersby outside a

university building. The petitioner wâs either a hip (Iong

hair, beard, sneakers, jeans, T-shirt, open vest and creased
jacket) or straight (short, tidy hair; clean shaven; black
polished shoes; dark suit; white shirt and tie) male.

Subjects were classified as either híp or straight by the
investigator h'ho sat nearby. The dress of the petitioner
had no effect on the number of subjects who signed the tv¡o

politically stronger petitions, but both confederates
received significantly more signatures from similarly
dressed subjects than from differently attired subjects r+hen

the neutral petition was presented. Bryant suggested that
appearance is only a minor cue in petition signing
situations and that experimenter's dress ¡vould only affect
the behavior of subjects when they had little belief in the
petition, He suggested further that this was probably true
of the results of Suedfeld et aI. (197I)--the petition they
used had little meaning to the subjects.

Darley and Cooper (1972) found that shoppers in a

suburban, middle-class shopping center were more likely to
accept carnpaign leaflets and less 1ikely to throw them away
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unread \,¡hen they h'ere distributed by conventíona1ly dressed

male students (conventional sports clothing, short hair)
rather than by students dressed in hippie attire (dungarees,

old army jackets, Iong hair, beards). Darley and Cooper

also found that shoppers rated fictitious candidates as more

conservative or more Iíberal than themselves depending on

the dress of their conventionally or deviantly dressed

supporters. They were thus led to conclude that
even.if aII.a potential voter knows concerning the
candidates is conveyed by the appearance of their
supporters, the voter will often make inferences
about. the position of the candidates on specificpolitical issues and general orientation. - (p. 32)

The influence of hippie and straight dress on

heJ-ping behavior has also been studied by several
investigators. In a series of experiments, Raymond and

Unger's (1972) two young adult male confederates asked

subjects leaving shopping centers for change for a dime.

One confederate was black and the other white; they wore

conventional dress (business suiL, tie, short, neat hair,
and black rimmed glasses) or deviant dress (an embroidered

shirt, bell-bottom pants, beads and sandals, a

shoulder-length wig of uncombed hair and headband and

sunglasses for the white confederate and a colorful dashiki,
beII-bottoms, sneakers, rnedaLlion, one earring, Afro wig and

sunglassed for the black confederate). White subjects in
this investigation were affected by the dress of both

confederates; they cooperated significantly Iess with both
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deviânts than with their conventional counterparts. BIack

subjects, on the other hand, treated the black deviant and

his conventional counterpart alike but helped the white

deviant significantly less often than his conventional

counterpart. Raymond and Unger explâined the dífferences in
behavior of the subjecLs in terms of belief congruency.

White subjects nay have perceived the deviants, regardless

of race, as possessing beliefs ând values differents from

their orqn, whíIe the conventional confederates, regardless

of race, may have been perceived as having similar values to
their own. The black subjects, while believing that both

conventional confederates had similar Values to theirs, mây

also have inferred that the black deviant also held beliefs
not very divergent from lheir orçn.

Schiavo, Sherlock, and wicklund (1974) found that
middle-aged white wornen were less Iikely to help a

college-age confederate dressed in hippie attire (oversize

T-shirt, army jacket, jeans, sneakers, ungroomed hair) than

a female confederate dressed in conventional attire (skirt,
bLouse, heels, handbag, groomed hair). In this study the

helping behavior r,¡as defined as giving walking directions to

a well-kno¡,rn restaurant. Subjects also gave more detailed
directions to the conventionally dressed confederate.

Schiavo et ai.. suggested that their results, as well as

those of Raymond and Unger (1972'), indicated that clothing
influenced perceptions of sínilarity and Èhus mediated

helping behavior.
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The studies described above have indicated that
their clothing affected the degree of cooperation which

confederates received in petition signing, Ieaflet
distribution, and obtaining change and directions. KrolI
and Moren (1977), however, found that requests for help in a

library by a college-age female were treated similarly
whether she was dressed as a deviant (navy leotard, cut-off
jeans, red hosiery and Iipstick, high heels, gaudy jewelry,

fur jacket) or as a student (jeans, plain shirt, jacket, no

makeup or jewelry). Female Iibrarians were found Lo be

equally friendly and helpful to the confederate in both

circumstances. Kroll, and Moren speculated that the

differences in attire may not have been great 
.enough 

to
produce discrepancies in behavior. They not,ed further that
the librarians' role may not have allowed them to
discríminate among requests for heIp.

Smartness and tidiness of dress. Dimensions of

clothing other than the deviant/conventional and high/Iow

status dichotomies described above have been of interest to
investigators. A fenale experirnenter (Lambert, J.972'),

outfitted in "untidy and dirty" clothes and again in

"respectable, conventional" clothes attempted to determine

if smartness or untidiness of dress influenced the

willingness of subjects to answer market reseârch questions.

The experimenter, posíng as a market research investigator,
approached lone aduLt males and females as they left a
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subway station. Overal1, subjecLs Here more willing to talk
to the experimenter when she was dressed smartly rather than

when she was untidily dressed, with this difference being

significant for oLder males and females. Significantly
fewer younger women than older refused the requests of Lhe

untidy experimenter.

tambert's (I972) experiment was repeated by Judd,

BuIL, and Gahagan (1975) using a male confederate in a

similar setting. while the smartness or untidiness of the

confederate's dress did not affect the wiltingness of male

subjects to participate in an alleged survey, ít did

significantly affect the reactions of female subjects.

Older males refused to participate and younger men agreed

regardless of dress. On the other hand, older and younger

wonen were significantly more inclined to cooperate with the

smartly dressed confederate than with his untidy

counterpart.

In yet another field experiment, neither the sex of

the experimenLer or of the subject was found to be related
to helping behavior. Harris and Baudin (1973) found that

well dressed male (coats, dress shirts, ties and slacks) and

female (pantsuits, stockings, hee1s, makeup) confederates

were significantly more Iikely to receive change for a dine

at a fair than were their sloppily dressed counterparts
(jeans, old shirts, sandals or tennis shoes, no makeup for
female confederates). Kleinke (L977) also found that male
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and female subjects, approached at an airport by a neatly

dressed (skirts and nylons) female confederate for the loan

of a dime, were significantly more tikely to give her dimes

than her sloppily dressed (jeans) counterpart. Kleinke

speculated that whereas the neatly dressed condederate nay

have been perceived as having a legitimate need for a dime,

the sloppy confederate was more Iikely to be perceived as a

panhandler.

Forrnal and casual dress. Às noted previously,
investígations of the effects of the formal,/casual dimension

of dress on the perception of personal attributes have

yielded less than conclusive results. This seems also to be

true of this dimension's effect on behavior. Harris et al.
(1983), for example, failed to find differences in the

response of subjects toward f ormaJ.ly and casual).y dressed

confederates. Female confederates, wearing either the

Formal, Casual or Jeans ensembles described previously,
approached shoppers in a maLl, asking Lhem to fill in a

guestionnaire. Àlthough confederates wearing the FornaL

Skirt ensemble had the highest rate of compliance,

differences among the clothing styles ¡,¡ere noÈ significant.
The findings of the field study portion of this experiment

therefore contradícted the results of the paper and pencil
portion noled earlier. Harris et aI. suggested that

dress may not be as important a factor in a
real-1ife situation, where other information about
the individuâI is available, as in a situation in
which the only information available about a woman
is provided by her dress. (p. 95)
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In the studies described above, subjects have

generally made ready use of clothing cues to help organize

action that was ultimately taken toward stimulus personsl

¡vhether the Iatter were perceived directly or indirectly,
through photographs, drawings, or slides. Behavior toward

and attributions made of the stimulus persons also tended

not to be haphazard--certain subgroups reacted to the same

stimulus figures in the sane manner, indicating that the

meanings of various clothing cues were shared in a given

soc ial wor ld.

person/CIothinq Interaction
The interactive effects of person and clothing have

not received much attention in the Iiterature. Fluge]
(1930) thought Lhat people were more apt to perceive and

react to the face, hands, and clothing of others rather than

to their bodies. Conner, peters, and Nag;sawa (1975),

hos¡everr were not as convínced as FLugel about the superior
influence of clothing over person as a perceptual cue. In
their study, "person" was defined as the part of physical
appearance not, projected by clothing. Three college-age
female models were chosen, through pre!esting, as ideal
types of athletic, social, and intellectual persons. Each

model was asked to choose one outfit from her vrardrobe that
best represented her "type", and ratings were made by other
female college students of photographs of each stimulus
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person dressed in each costume. Results of this study

indicated that the athletic person gave the strongest

athletic impression (robust, rugged, athletíc), regardless

of the costume she wore. However, each model was rated as

the most social (warm, sociable, friendly) when she wore the

costurne congruent with her typing. Neither person or

costume had any influence on intellectual ímpression
( intelligent, theoreticaL, deep) . Conner et a1. concluded

that while costume changed the strengt,h of the initial
impression of a person, "the degree of influence which

person and costume exerted on the formation of first
impressions differed with the nature of the impression

variable" (p. 40). Their findings tend to confirm Ryan's

statement that rrit is highly probable that the inportance of
clothing in the perception of another person varies Híth the
personalíty characteristics being judged" (p. 21).

Sumrna ry

This review of the Literature has shown that people

make consistent judgments of others based on the cues of
body build and clothing. Body build and clothing cues have

been shown to affect both the attributions made of an

individual and the behavior that is directed to him or her

as a result.
Most of the research done on body buÍ1d in terms of

person perception has been based on Sheldon's classification
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of three general somatypes. The stereoLypes thât have

emerged of these physiques indicated that the mesomorph is
viewed the most favorably, although in some cases female

subjects have been partial to the ectomorphic body buiId.
The stereotypes of both the ectomorph and endomorph have

negatíve elements; hor,¡ever, more evidence has been found for
correspondingly negative actions to be taken against the

endomorph.

Stereotypes have also emerged of people based on

various dimensions of their clothing, especially in first
impression situations. Various subgroups, toor have

demonstrated that they take action based on their
perceptions of these dimensions.



METHOD AND PROCEDURE

The hypotheses formulated for this investigation
v¡ere tested by conducting a three (thin versus average

versus fat body build) by two (fashionable versus

unfashionable dress) factorial experiment. The effects of

the two independent variables, body build and

fashionableness of dress, were tested of several dependent

var iables.

I nst runent

The instrument used in this study was based on one

originally developed by Ðion, Berscheid, and Walster (I972)

to determine the existence and extent of a stereotype for
physical attractiveness in males and females. It consisted

of 27 characteristics arranged with their polar opposites on

6-point scales, as welI as several indices: a Socia1

Desirability Index, Marital Happiness Index, parental

Happiness Index, and SociaI and Professional Happiness

I ndex .

The Social Desirability Index consisted of 14 items

taken fron the list of 27 characteristics. Dion et al.
(1972) found that in a preliminary study, two-thirds of an

unspecified number of male and female subjects agreed that

-7r-
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these 14 items were characteristic of a socially desirable
female or maIe. These items were: índependent, sociable,
exciting, kind, sexually warm, strong, sensitive, l¡arml

genuine, self-âssertive, poised, interestíng, and sincere.
The other indices were designed, according to Dion

et a1. (1972), "to assess whether or not attractive persons

Icou1d be] expected to lead happier and more successful

lives than unattractive personsrr (p. 287). An Occupational

Status Index b'as also included and scores lrere determined by

having subjects indicate the likelihood of the target
engaging in thirty occupâtions "chosen such that three

status leveIs of ten different general occupations \eere

pres.entedr' (pion et aI . , I972, p. 287) .

The instrument created by Dion et aI. (!972) has

since been used by other researchers. Dermer and Thíel
(1975) used the list of 27 characteristics as well as Èhe

SociaI Desirability Index "to delimit the beauty irnplies
goodness stereotype" (p. l-169). They revised the Social
Desribility tndex slightly by eliminating the modest-vain

itern, as it v¡as negatively correlated to the other index

items. Derrner and Thiel also included items designed to
estimate the bourgeois orientation of stimuLus persons and

modified the Marital and Parental Happiness and Occupational

Status indices somewhat.

In the area of clothing research, Neilsen and

Kernaleguen (I976) used the instrument to investigate the
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infLuence of the physical attractiveness of the face, head,

and clothed body on the percepLion of the aforenentioned

variables, adopting Dermer and Thiel's modifications. They

also included several other items in the Social Desirability
indext enthusiastic-unenthusiastic, trust¡rorthy-
unlrusLworthy, friendly-unfriendly, and added one other
item: physically unattractive-physically attractive.

The Ðion et al. instrument appears to be valid in
thât iL taps several dimensions relevant to the physical
attractiveness stereotype, for example, whether physically
attractive persons are perceived to have more socially
desirable personal characteristics and whether they lead

'tbetterrr lives than less attractive persons (Dion et a1.,
1972). Those researchers who have made use of the
instrument have in general found that it conforms with Moser

and Kalton's definition of validity, that is, it measures
rrwhat it sets out to measure, so that differences between

índividuals' scores can be taken as represenLing true
differences in the characteristics under study" (p. 355).

The physical attractiveness stereotype has been confirmed in
that as the atlractiveness of stimulus persons increases,

they are perceived to be more socially desirable and to lead

happier lives (Dion eL aI. , !972i Dermer 6( Thiel , I97S¡

Nielsen & Kernaleguen, 1976).

No information on the reliability of the instrument

has been reported ín the Iiterature.
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The instrument used in the current ínvestigation sas

derived from those described above. The list of 27

characteristics devised by Ðion et al. (19721 was used, with
each item arranged on a 6-point continuum. One change was

made as a result of the fírst pretest,: the trait
"aLtruistic" was changed to "unselfish" since 5 of the 12

pretest subjects did not know what "altruistic" meant. Four

additional items from anoLher section of the Ðion et aL.

instrument were added to the list of 27 characteristics:
f riendly-unf riendly, enthusiastic-unenthusiastic, physically
att rac t í ve-phys ica I Iy unattract ive, and

trustv¡orthy-untrustwort.hy. This nodification was made by

Nielsen and Kernaleguen (I976'). Left-right and page

positions for items were randomized.

The Social Desirability Index consisted of 13 of the

L4 items described previously. Following Dermer and Thiel's
(1975) recommendation, the modest-vain item was eliminated
from the câIculation of Social Desirability. To calculate a

subject's score for the Index, responses to the items were

summed. The maximum score possible for this lndex,

therefore, was 78.

The Occupational Status Index was constructed with
items appropriate to the stimulus figures. Às with the

Occupational Status Index devised by Dion et aI., the items

used in the current investigation were chosen so that three
status leve1s of a general occupational type were
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represented. Eight general occupations were included in the

inst,rument, and to make the lndex relevant to Canadian

subjects, the specific occupations were chosen from pineo

and Porter (1967) according to their prestige scores (see

Appendix À). To obtain a score for this Index, scores of 3,

2, and 1 were assigned to high, medium, and lol¡ status jobs

respectively, and the responses were summed. The maximum

score possible for the Occupational Status Index was 24.

The SociaI and Professional Happiness, parental

Competence, Marital Happiness, and Marital Disaster Indices

were derived from Ðermer and Thiel (1975). Social and

professional happiness lras measured by three items.

Subjects were asked to indicate how IikeJ.y the stimulus
person lras to lead an exciting life, experience personal

fulfilIment, and to be successful in her chosen career. The

Parental Competence, Marital Happiness, and Marital Disaster

Indices were comprised of two items each. Subjects were

asked to assume lhat the stimuLus person would get married

some day. They were then asked Lo make estimations of the

likelihood of the stimulus person's (a) beíng a good parent

and raising her children well (Parental Competence), (b)

being a responsive sexual partner and an understanding

spouse (t¡arítaI Happiness), and (c) subsequently requesting

a divorce and having an extramarital affair (l"tarital

Disaster). Six categories of Iikelihood were presented for
each item: extremely unlikley, very unlikleyr sonewhat
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unlikely, somewhat 1ikely, very 1ikeIy, and extremely

Iikely. These categories were scored from from I to 6

respectively and the responses summed to obtain a score for
each index.

Additional ítems were included in the instrument.

Subjects were asked to indicate which of five socíal classes
(upper, upper-middIe, middle, Iower-middle, Iower) the

stimulus figure was likely to belong to and to indicate
what educational leve1 they believed the stimulus person had

Iikely attained ( some high school, high school graduate,

some university, university graduate). Subjects were also
asked to assess how likely the stimulus person $¡as to get

married according to the six Iikelihood categories described

above.

A personal data sheet was attached to the instrument

requesting the subject's sex, age, height, weight, leveL of
education, university faculty, size of home to¡+n, ethnic
background, and father's occupation. À subjectts height and

weight was used to calculate his or her ponderal Index, a

measure of obesity. This calculation was made by dividing
the subject's height in inches by the cube root of his or

her r+eight in pounds (Stuart & Davies , !9721 . Respondents

r¡ere lhen classified according to sonatype. À ponderal

Index score of over Ì3.000 indicated an ectomorphic body

build, while an Index score of. !2.500 to 12.999 indícated
mesomorphy. A score of less than 12.499 indicated an

endomorphic body build (Caskey & Felker, 1971).
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Fathers' occupations t¡ere used to determine the

socioeconomic status of subjects. Occupations cited were

each placed into one of the 16 socioeconomic categories

outlined by Pineo, Porter, and McRoberts (I977). These

categories were then combined into three general classes for
analysis. The upper-middle class included self-employed

professionals, employed professionals, h i gh- Ieve 1

management, technicians, and middle management. The middle

class included semiprofessionals, supervisors, foremen,

skilled clerical-saIes-services, skilled crafts and trades,
and farmers. The lower-middle class consisted of
semiskilled clerical-sales-services, semiskilled manual,

unskilled c ler ical- sales- serv ices, unskilled
cLerical-sa1es-services, unskilledmanual, and farm

Iaborer s.

The final part of the instrument was Rosenberg's

(1965) Self-esteem Scale. This scale included six items

designed to meâsure individual self-esteem. No positive
responses indicated a high level of self-estee¡n, while four
to six positive responses indicated a lorv level of

self-esteem. There is some evidence in the literature to
indicate that individuals wilh low self-esteem tend to
denigrate attractive others more than individuals with high
self-esteem do (Graham & Perry, !976), and Rosenberg's scale

was included to test this.



Selection

Three types of body build were chosen for the

stimuli used in the current study: thin, average, and fat.
Proportions of the fat and thin stimulus figures were

deríved from sketches of female endomorphs and ectomorphs

found in Sheldon's (I940) book The Varieties of Human

Physique. The average stimulus figure was drawn according

to the proportions of the Greek ideal of the female form

(Creeknore & Pedersen, !979).

Stimulus figures were presented as drawings rather
than as photographs. It nas felt that individuals
approached to serve as models for part,icular body build
types, especially for the fat body type, rvouJ.d Iikely be-

offended by such a request. In any case, differences in the

perceplion of clothing cues betHeen drawings and photographs

have been found to be negligible providing the illustratÍons
are cl-ear and not highly stylized (Whisney, Winakor, &

i{olins, IgTg).

Pretests were conducted to determine clothing styles
appropriate to the purposes of the investigalion.
Preliminary to the first pretest, a panel of 12 persons

consisting of male and female university students and other

adults was asked to rank seven photographs of dressed on a

continuum from most attractive to least attractive. The

dresses had been selected from pattern catalogues current at
the time of the pretest according to the f olì-owing criteria:
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all !¡ere of a solid color, were short-sleeved with a v-neckl
and l¡ere available in smalI to large sizes. Dresses ranked

as most attractive and least attractive were then sketched

on the three body build types.

For the first pretest, one sketch and a copy of the

test instrument were presented to each of the 12 subjects.
Results indicated that aI1 three unattractively dressed

figure types received higher scores than their attractively
dressed counterparts r+ith the unattractively dressed fal
figure receiving the highest scores of aI1. It lras thus

concluded that a clothing style considered to be

unattractive on a body of average proportions was not

necessarily perceived as such on a body of larger
proport i on s.

Ðresses chosen for the second pretest were selected
on the basis of their fashionableness. Since Robinson

(19631 contended that fashion is marked by active aversion
to l)ast modes, it was felt that there would be an element of
the.unattractive in the unfashionabLe. Indeed, Laver (1932)

has stated that a style considered to be smart when

currently popular is perceived as dowdy one year later and

hideous ten years after that. Clothing advertisements were

therefore culled from 5 to l2-year-oId magazines, and a

high-neck, A-Iine dress made of a large geometric print was

chosen as the unfashionable dress (see Àppendix B). À

high-neck, long-sleeve dress was chosen from a pattern
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catalogue current at the time of the pretest as the

fashionable clothing style (see Àppendix B). Results of the

second pretest indicated that aI1 fashionably dressed body

types were generally perceived more favorably than their
unfashionable counterparts. The sketches used in the second

pretest were therefore used as stimuli in the investigation
and were presented on 6 I/4 bV 9 l/2 in (16 by 24 cm) sheets

of pape r .

Subi ec t s

The non-random sanple consisted of students enrolled

in three undergraduate courses (two second-year psychology

classes and a first-year Human Ecology class) at the

University of Manitoba during Lhe spring term of the 1982-83

Regular Day Session. Subjects were asked to participate in

the study on a voluntary basis and were given class tine to
complete the questionnaire.

Procedure

All testing sessions were conducted in the subjects'
regular 1êcture rooms during class time. The researcher

introduced herself as a graduate student who was conducting

research in the area of person perception. The materials,
consisting of a cover letterr test instrument, and envelope

containing one of the six randomly chosen stím1us figures
were distributed among the subjects (see Àppendix A). Each
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subject was asked to read the cover letter, sign the

attached consent form, and remove the drawing from the

envelope in order to ansvrer the questionnaíre. Upon

completion, the subject was asked to return aI1 testíng
materials to the researcher. No time Limit was given to
complete t,he questionnaire, however, most respondents

completed it r¡ithin 15 minutes.

Stat i st. ical Analysis

Nonparametric statistical tests were employed to
discover whether differences in the index and item scores

assigned the various stimuli v¡ere statisticalty significant.
The data collected for this investigation were determined to
have been measured on ordinal scales, thus precluding the

use of parametric procedures.

To test whether scores obtained for a particular
figure or subject group differed from those of other figures
or groups, the Kruskal-WalIis one-way analysis of variance

by ranks (H) was used. The Statistical Analysis System

(SÀS) procedure NPARIWÀY was employed to perform this test.
Mean scores were also provided by this procedure.

A second nonparametric test, the Jonkheere-Terpstra

test for ordered alternatives, was empLoyed to determine

whether certain scores obtained for similarly dressed body

builds were in a particular order. The order specified for
Social Desirability, Social and Professional Happiness,
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Marital Happiness, and Occupational Status index scores as

well as for Iikelihood of marriage, social class,
educational 1eve1, and physicatly unattractive-physically
attractive item scores was:

average scores > thin scores > fat scores.

The order specified for Parental Competence Index scores

was:

fat scores > average scores > thin scores.

A FORTRÀN program was written for this test by Marianne

Gossen, Statistical Àdvisory Service, UniversÍty of
Manitoba. Both tests were run on the Àmdahl 5850 mainframe

computer at the University of Manitoba.

The level of significance chosen for this
invest igat ion was p<.05.



RESULTS

This chapter includes a description of the sample,

an evaluation of the significance of response to the indices

and items, and an evaluation of the hypotheses formulated at

the beginning of this investigation.

Ðescription of the Sample

Two hundred and one questionnires were complet,ed.

Of these, 170 were considered useable. The remaíning 31

were not used because of missing data. Table 2 shows the

percentage disLribution of respondents .by faculty or school

of enrollment.

In the sample as whole, 76.5 percent of the subjects

were female. Ninety-eíght percent of the participants from

Human Ecology were female, while the male/female ratio in

the psychology classes was more evenly balanced (45.6

percent maIe, 54.4 percent female).

Because the sample was drawn from undergraduate

courses, the majority of subjecEs (74.1 percent) fe11 into
the 18 to 21 year age bracket. Table 3 sho¡+s the percentage

distribution of subjects by age.

Less than one-quarter of the respondents Q3.6
percent) indicated tha! lhey came from a rural background,

- 83 -
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Table 2

Percentage Distribution of Respondents by
tr'aculty or Schoof of Enrol-1nent

I'a c ul ty

Hunan Ecology
A¡ts
Adninistrative StudÍes
Sci-ence
Education
fnterior Design
tr'ine Arts
So cial 1{ork
Physical EducatÍon

TotaL

?Ã o

2.9
to
2. /+

0.6
0.6
U.tl
0.6

100 .oft

Tab1e 3

Percentage Distribution of Respondents by
Age

Age

tó - zt
22-25
26-30
31 - /+0
l+1 - 59

to.)
/+'1

0.6

1 00 .ofiTotal
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that is, from a hometown ¡vith fewer than I0,000 people. The

majority of respondents (76.4 percent) cited an urban

background (city or metropolitan areai see Table 4).
The Ponderal Index, a neasure of obesity, was

calculated for each of the 165 subjects who reported their
height and weight. Each r¡as then classified as either an

endomorph, mesomorph, or ectomorph. Of the subjects for
whom this classification could be made, 58.8 percent were

classified as ectomorphs , 24.2 percent as mesomorphs, and

J.7.0 percent as endomorphs.

A substantial proportion of participants traced

their forebears to the British Isles, while a number of

respondents ei.ther descríbed themselves as Canadian or as

belonging Lo two or more ethnic groups. Table 5 shows the

percentage distribution of subjects by ethnic background.

Al1 170 subjects completed the SeIf-esteem Sca1e.

Thirty-seven percent of the total sample were cLassified as

having high self-esteem (no positive responses), while very

few (5.3 percent) were classified as having 1or,¡ self-esteem
(four to six positive responses).

Table 6 shows the percentage distribution of

subjects by fathers' occupations. Table 7 shorss the number

of subjects who responded to each stimulus figure.
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Table /r

Percentage Disüribution of Respondents by
Size of Hornetown

Size of'Honetor+n

Rur al- area
( population

To¡vn
(population

City
(population

Metropolitan
( population

under 1,000)

'1 ,000 - 1 0,000 )

10,000 - 50,000)
area
over 50,000 )

Total

11.8fr

11.8

25 .9

50 .5

100.0ø

Table 5

Percentage DistrÌbution of Respondents by
Ethnic Background Cited

Ethnic Ba c kgr ound

British Isl-es
Canadian
Two or nore ethnic backgrounds
SLavic
Chinese
Gerrnan
Jewish
F¡ench
Scandi-navian
Itafian
Dutch
Greek
l{est fnd í an
Hungarlan
Native C anad i an

23 .5fr
11.7
13 .5
1 0.0
8.8
8.8
Ão

to
1.8
1a
aa
1)
0.6
0.6

1 00 ,0ftTotal
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Table 6

Percentage Distribution of Respondents by
Fathersr 0ccuPations

Fathers I 0ccupations

Self-enployed professional
Enployed professional
High-1eve1 rnanagenent
Technician
Middle nana ge n ent
Supervisor
Foreman
Sk il- 1ed clerical-sale s-s e rvi c e

Skilled c¡afts and trades
Farner
Semi-ski11ed clerical-sa1e s-s ervi ce
Seni-skilled nanuaf.
Unskilled manual
No response

Total

17 .1

to
12,9
1.8
1.8

11,2
8.8
2.9

)a
15 .9

1oo. of

Table 7

Numbe¡ of Subjects ResPonding to
Each Stimulus Figure

Style of Dress
Body Build

lashionabl-e Unfashionable

Thin

Average

Fat

Total

t(\

33

22

31

23

86 84
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Evaluation of ResÞonses to Indices and Items

Soc iaI Desirability
The Social Desirability Index consisted of 13 pairs

of adjectives, each arranged on a 6-poinL continuum. These

terms had been judged by male and female respondents to be

characteristic of a socially desirable person of either sex

(Dion et al-, 1972). To calculate a subject's score for the

Index, responses to the items were sunrned. The possible

range of scores rvas from 13 to 78, with a mid-point of 45.5.

Fashionably dressed versus unfashionablv dressed
fiqures.
profiles for fashionable versus unfashionabLe figures for
thin, average, and fat targets respectively.
Mean SociaI Ðesirability Index scores and a1I item scores

caLculated for the fashionable average and thin figures were

higher than those for their unfashionable counterparts
(Tab]e 8,' Figures 1 and 2l , indicating a more favorable

perception of the former than of the latter.
There was considerable divergence between the

fashionable and unfashionable thin figures (rigure 1). This

was particularly noticeable for the items!

duII - exciting
sexually cold - sexually warm

boring - interest íng.

These fíndíngs were also true for the comparison of the

average targets (nigure 2), although the differences were

not as greaL for the items noted above.



Dependent

Unsociable

Du11

Crue 1

Sêxua11y
cold

Weak

Insensitlve

C ofd

l¡tificiêf

Subnissive

A!rkwå¡d

Bo¡ing

fnaincere

89

fndependen t

So c 1a b1e

ExcitilÌg **

K ind

SexuaLly
'¡a¡¡¡ **

S t¡ ong

Sensitlve

l,laro {*

Ge nuin e

SeIf-asserùr.ve

Poised

Inte¡estlng {{

Sincere

Fashionable thLn flgure
UnfashionabÌe thln figure

*p.(,05. * xp.<.0'1 .

Figure 1

Profiles of MeanE of Response io Social Desirability
Index Itens for Thin Figuros
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Dependent

Uns ociable

DU11

Cruel-

Sexualì.y
cold

lleak

InBensi¿ive

Cold

A¡ fi fi c iê1

Sub¡¡issive

Awkward

Boriltg

Insince¡e

lndependellt

S o c 1aì¡1e

Exciting **

Kind x

Sexually
wa¡n à.*

S t¡.on g

Sensftive lt*

War¡r

Genui ¡e

SeLf-asse¡tive

Poised *

fnteresting *x

Sincere x

Fashionable average figure
Unfa€hionable average figure

op.<.05. **p.(.01 .

Figu¡e 2

Profiles of_Means of Response to Sociêl Desi¡abilily
fndex Items fo¡ Average Figu¡es
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Dependent

Unsociable

Du11

Cruel

S exuaL ly
. co.ld

Weak

Insensitive

Cold

A¡tlfici.al

Subr¡issive

Âwkward

Bori¡lg

Ins incere

Independent

Sociable

Exc l tifIg

X ind

Sexually
varm

Strong

Sensitive

Wa!ûl

C e nuine

SeJ.f-as s e¡'"ive

Polsed

Inte¡esting

Since¡e

Fashioneble fêi ligure
Unfashionable fat figure

Flgu¡e j

Profiles of Means of Response to Social Desí¡abilitv
fndex ftems for Fat Figu¡ês



. .- - aùocaal lJesaraÞa_Laty

Social and OPr o fe s si onal
HappJ-ness

Likelihood of Marr iage c

Mar i t, al Happinessd
M¿rital Disasterd
Parerrtal Conpetenced
Sociai Classe

-fllducataona-L Level
O c cupa t i- ona l- StatusB

Index

Table I

Mean Index Scores for All Sùinulus Figures

Thin

Ig!9. The larger the nean, the
the target is perceived

aMax 
i- ¡run score = 78.

bMu.*i 
murn score = 18.

cMaximun score = 6.
dMax i m,.rr score = 12.

Fashionable

13./+

8.7
6.¿,

9.0
?Ã

1 8.-l

Average

,b. ð

14.O

lr.6
8.9
ö.t
o)

). t

18.6

Fat

52.1r

12 .3
l+.6
8.7

10.0
3.2

to.,

Thin

nore socially desirable the personality, the more likelyto experience social and professlonal happiness, etc.
eMaxinun score = 5.
fMaximun score = /+.
EMaxinun¡ score = Z/+.

Unfa shi ona b1e

l+5 .9

11 .7
lr.O

5.9
at-o

3.2
3.0

1 6.8

Average

lr8 . /,

12 .5
/-.4

5.8

3.2
16 .6

Fat

50.g

11.7

8.7
5.0
9.8
)a

2.5
15.1

\o
AJ
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À comparison of the fat figures (figure 3) showed

IittIe difference between the t\,¡o score profiles. For two

items however, the unfashionable figure had slightly higher

mean scores:

weak - st rong

insensit ive - sensitive.
The significance of these differences l¡as tested

using the Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance by

ranks (H) . Signif icant di fferences were found between

fashionable and unfashionable figures for both the thin (H =

!4.4!, df = 1, N = 58, p<.01) and average targets (H =

10.78, df = 1, N = 56, p<.0L) for the index as a whole.

Individual index items r,¡ere also tested and

signifícant differences found for several itens for both the

thin and average figure comparisons, as shown in Figure 1

and Figure 2 (see Àppendix C for values of H).

There were no statistically significant differences
be!Í¡een scores assigned the fat figures for either the index

as a ¡vho1e (H = I.44, df = 1, N = 56) or for any of the

index items (nígure 3).

Thin versus fat fiqures. Of the

fashionable figures, the average figure had the highest mean

Social Desirabilíty Index score. That is, she was perceived

to be the most socially desirable of the three fashíonably

dressed body build types. The fat figure had the lowest

índex score (Table 8). The Kruskal-Wallís test statistic
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indicaLed that differences among scores for the fashíonable

, figures were not significant (H = 4.66, df = 2, N = 86).
' Hor,rever, the Jonkheere-Terpstra test statistíc (z) showed
:

. that the scores assigned were in the order:

; average scores > thin scores > fat score
(z = 2.I0, p<.05).

.Figure4showsdifferencesinscoresanongthe

.fashionabJ.ydressedfí9uresforSociaIDesirabiIityIndex
items. Differences among scores v¡ere statistically

: significant for four items (Figures 4, see Appendix D for 
i

: vaÌues of H). 
i

:

: the fat figure had the highest mean Index score of .
_

:'t,ethreeunfashionablydressedfigureswhi1ethethin
: t igure had the Lowest (Table B). Differences in scores were

, 
,ound to be significant (H = 6.84, df = 2, N = 84, p.<.05)

i tt was concluded f rorn the Jonkheere-Terpstra test statistic
that the order of scores was not as noted above (z = -1.07).
Rather, the order ruas found to be:

fat scores > average scores > thin scores
(z = 2.40, p<.01).

Figure 5 shows differences in scores among the

unfashionably dressed figures for Social Desirability Index

items. Differences u*àng ""or"s were statistically
s igni f icant for six iterns.
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Depeodcni

Unsoc iahLe

D'¡TI

C¡uel

Sexual ly
cold

!¡eô k

Insensitive

co Id

Artificial

Subnissive

À,¡'kward

Boring

I ns incere

Independent

sociable

ExciÈin9 *

Kind

Sexually
warm

Strong

sensi tive

l'tarm

cenui¡¡e

self-asserÈÍve r.

Poi sed d*

Interesting **

s i nce!e

Fashionåble thin figure
Fashionabte average figu¡e
Fashionable fat figure
np.<.05. **p.(.01 .

Figu¡e 4

P¡ofiles of i,feans ol Response to Social Desi¡ability
fo¡ Fashionable Flgure s

Inde.x -[te¡ns
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Dependent

Unsoci able

Dul l

cruel

Sexual ly
cold

weak

Insensi tive

cold

Artificial

submi ssLve

Àwkward

Boring

fn s i.¡lcere

Independent

Sociable

Exci ting

Ki.nd *

sexua I f y
warm *

Strong

Sensitive **

Wartn * x

cenuine *n

seI f-assertive

Poised *lf

Interesti¡¡g

s i ncele

¡Jnfashicnable thilI f igure
Unfashio¡abIe average figure
Unfashionable fat figule
*p<.05. oop.<.0t.

Figure 5

P¡ofiles of Means of Response to Social Desi¡ability f¡dex Itensfor Unfashionable Fi gures
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Social and Professional Happi ness

The SociaI and Professional Happíness Index

consisted of three items. Respondents were asked to
estimate the Iikelihood, on 6-point scales, of the stimulus
figure leading an exciting 1ífe, experiencing personal

fuIfiIIment, and being successful in her chosen career.
Àgain, each subject's index score was calculated by summing

his or her response to the items. The possibte range of
scores for this index was from 3 to 18 with a mid-point of

10.5.

Fashionably dressed versus unfashionablv dressed
f iqures. d

item scores calculated for each of the three fashionable
figures were higher than those obtained for each of their
unfashionable counterparts (Table 8 and Table 9).
Thus, the fashionable figures were perceíved more likely to
Iead exciting Iives, experience personal fulfíIlment, and be

successful in t,heir chosen careers than their unfashionable

counterparts.

Differences between the mean item scores of the
fashíonable and unfashíonable fat figures were not as great

as the differences in mean scores of the other two body

bui J.d types .

Significant differences were found between the index

scores calculated for the thin and average figures but not

between those calculated for the fat figures (Table L0).



TabÌo 9

¡toan Soclal and Profesalonal EêppinoBs, Mê¡ttet l¡apptnoss, Ma.riùa1 Disaater,
and Palortêl CoDpêtonce It€¡r Scores for Â11 Flguros

How llkoly is thls po¡son to 1€ad
an exci ting L1f e?

8ou lj.kely 1s thls pe¡so¡ to expe!-
ience personal fulfillEent ?

Hov llkely ts thls psrson to b€
auccossful 1n h€r chosên caree¡?

Ilow lik€Ly ls thls pe¡son to be a
¡eaponsLve s€)<ua1 par tno! ?

IIov likely is thlô porÊon to bo an
understsndin6 spouse?

gov llkoly 1s thls pê¡son to ¡equêst
a d ivo¡c e ?

Hov llkcly Is t,l¡1s person to have an
eÌüraße¡1tal affa 1r ?

How 11k€Iy 16 thls peroon to bo a
good pa¡ent?

Ho'., likoly is this person to rs.ise
her ch ildren vell?

ItêE

Social and P¡of€ssIonal Ilepplne s s

ThIn Âvê rege

Fashl.onabl6

t,-o t,.3 3.7

¿,.6 4.',t 1.2

t,.8 5,O t.t,
Marltal Happine s s

1,.1. t,. t t,.o

t+.2 1.5 t,.7

Marltal Dt sa s t6¡

3,t 3,t, 2.6

3.O 3.1 2.'l

Pa!êntêl CoDp€t€nce

t.5 t,.6 5.o

t .5 t, .'t 5.o

!9!9' Maxlnun ocole = 6. Tl: htgl:t the Eean, the grèat€r the percotv€d 1lkellhood of tho tar86tlêêdlng an excitlng llfe, 6xperi€ncIng personàl fulfilLD€;t, otc.

Fat ThLn

Unf¿s hlonablo

Averagg

3.1

L.1

t .2

t.Þ

l+.O

3.2

2.6

3.6

t,.1

t .8

J.6

4.1

2.4

3.5

t,.1

1..2

).8

t, .9

2.4

2.2

t. .9

t..9 \o
æ
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Differences betÌ¡een the scores assigned the fashionably

dressed and unfashionably dressed figures were statistically
significant for aII three index items with respect to the

thin targets and for one item ¡,rith respect to the average

targets (Table 10).

Thin versus average versus fat fiqures. Of the

fashionably dressed figures, the average figure had the

highest mean Social and Professional Happiness Index and

item scores. The fat figure had the lowest mean scores
(Table I and Table 9). Differences among index scores

calculated for these figures were found to be statistically
signi f icant (Table 11).

Scores were found to be in the order:

average scores > thin scores > fat scores
(z = 2.70, p=<.01). There were also significant differences
found among the scores assigned the fashionabJ.e figures for
one index iten (Table 11).

The average figure had the highest mean index and

itern scores of the unfashionable figures while the thin and

fat figures had equivalent mean scores for the index and two

of the three items (Tables I and 9). Differences among

index and item scores assigned the unfashionable figures
vrere not significant (Table 11), and the Jonkheere-Terpstra

test statistic díd not indicate that the scores were in the

order noted above (z = 1.33).

j
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Ta. bl- e 10

Values of the K¡uska1-Wa11is Test Statistic (H) for Three
Body Build Types fcr the Social and Professíona1

Happiness Index and Itens

fnciex/Iten
Body Bui 1d

ô l.!

Thina Averageo Fatc

Index g.35xx 5 ,10** 0.23
Lead an exciting life 6.30x lr.29x 0.66
Experience personal fulfillnent 4.86x 2.72 0.04
Be successful in her career /r.23o 1 .66 O, Lj

Ig!e. df = 1.
tN = 5a. b¡l = 56. "¡l = 56.
xp\<' 05 . oop.(.01 .

Tabf e 11

Values of the Kruskal-l{al1is Test St,atistic (H) for Tr+o
Dress Conditlons for the Social and professÍona1

Happiness fndex and Itens

Dress
lndex,/.Lten

Fashionable" u.rf."ir;;;;t

Index
tread an exciting 1if e

7 .68y'

3 ,90
3 ,21
'1 .01

0,43Experíence personal fulfiflment L.03
Be successful in her career 10.03xx

Ie!e. df = 2.
aN = s6. bN = a4.
op.(.05. x -xp..(. O1 .
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Li kelihood of Marriaqe

Subjects were asked to indicate how likely a

stimulus figure was Lo marry, again on a 6-poin! scale.

Fashionably dressed versus unfashionably dressed
f iqures.

dressed fígures were higher than those of their
unfashíonably dressed counterparts, that is, the fashionable

figures were perceived to be more likely to marry than their
unfashionable counterparts (Table 8). Significant
differences v¡ere found betv¡een scores assigned the

fashionable and unfashionable thin figures (H = 9.41r df =

!, N = 58, p<.0J-) but not betvreen scores assigned the

average or fat figures (t¡ = 0.57, df = 1, N = 56; H = 1.9f,
df = 1, N = 56, respectively).

Thin versus averaqe versus fat fiqures. There were

no statistically .significant differences among either
fashionable (H = 0.48, df = 2, N = 86; z = -0.54) or

unfashionable (H = 1.93, df = 2, N = 84i z = 0.38) figures
with respect to scores assigned for the likelihood of

marr iage var iable.

Marital HaÞÞi ne ss

The Marital Happiness Index consisted of two items.

Subjects were asked to estimâte the Iíkelihood of the

stinulus figures being responsive sexual partners and

understanding spouses on 6-point scales. Responses to the
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items were summed to obtain the index score. The range of
possible scores was from 2 to !2 with a mid-point of 6.

Fashionably dressed versus unfashionablv dressedfiqures. re

higher for the fashionable average and thin figures than for
their unfashionable counterparts (Tables 8 and 9). The

fashionable average and thin figures were thus both

perceived more Iikely to be responsive sexual partners and

understanding spouses than the unfashionable average and

thin figures were.

Differences between the index scores calculated for
the fashionably and unfashionably dressed thin and average

figures were found to be significant (fable 12),

Significant differences were also found between scores

assigned to fashionable and unfashionable thin and average

figures for the "responsive partner" item (Tab1e I2).
No statistically significant differences were found

between the Marital Happiness index scores of the

fashionably and unfashionably dressed fat figures or between

item scores assigned to them (Table 12).

Thin versus averaqe versus fat fiqures. There were

no statistically significant differences among index scores

calculated for the fashionable figures (table 13¡ z = 0.39).
Neither were there significant differences among item scores

for the fashionable figures (Table 13). There were,

however, statistícaI1y significant differences among the
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Ta bl- e -1 2

Val-ues of the K¡uska1-lla1l-is Test StaiistÍc (H) for Three
Body Build Types for the Marítal Happiness

Index and ïtens

Body Buíld
lndex/1t,en ôh

Thj.na Average o F.t "

Index 7 .92x'x 1,. /r5x 0.01
Be a responsive sexual partner 9.81xx 5.31x 0.01
Be an understanding spouse O,lr3 1.71 1 .13

Note. df = 1.
tN = 5e. o¡l = 56. cl = 56.
oP.<.05. ooP.(.01 .

Tabl-e 13

Values of the Kruskat-llal1is Test Statistic (H) for Tr,¡o
Dress Conditions for the MarÍLaÌ Happiness

fndex and Ttems

Dress
Index/Item

Fashionablea Unfashionableb

ïndex 0.15
Be a responsive sexual- partner 3.05
Be an understanding spouse 3.1O

6 .0 /+x

0.82
10.63xx

Ig!g. df = 2.
tN = 86. bn = s¿.
op.(.o5 . oop.(. o1 .
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index scores calculated for the unfashionable figures and

among scores assigned the "understanding spouse" item (Table

13). WhiLe the Kruskal-walIis test statistic did indicale
significant differences among index scores for unfashionable

figures, the Jonkheere-Terpstra test statisLíc (z = -1.7I)
indicated that the order of these scores was not:

averâge scores > thin scores > fat scores.

The order was found to be, rather:
fat scores > average scores > thin scores

(z = 2,31, pr<.05 ) .

Marital Di saster

The Iikelihood of a stinulus figure being involved
Ín a disastrous marriage was deternined by asking
respondents t¡hether they believed the various figures would

like1y request divorces or have extramarital affairs.
Likelihood estimates were again made on 6-point scales, and

responses to the items were summed to obtain the index

score. The mid-point and possible range of scores were

identical to those of the Marital ttappiness Index.

Fashionably dressed versus unfashionablv dressed
f igures. e

higher for the fashionably dressed thin and average figures
than for their unfashionable counterparts (Tables g and 9).
The fashionable thin and average figures ¡rere therefore
perceived more likely to be headed for marital disaster than
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their unfashíonable counterparts t¡ere. Specif ical).y, they

were perceived to be ¡nore likley to request divorces and to
have extramarital affairs than the 1atter were. Mean index

and item scores for the fashionable fat target on the other
hand, were slightly lower than those of her unfashionable

counterpart, indicating less perceived Iikelihood of rnarital
disaster for the fashionable fat figure. None of these

differences in index or item scores were found to be

significant for any body build type, however (Table 14).

Thin versus averaqe versus fat fiqures. The fat
targets had the lonest mean Marital Disaster Index and item

scores of both the fashionably and unfashionabty dressed

figures. Thin and average targets had similar mean index

and item scores for both dress types (Tâble I and 9). No

significant differences were found among index or item

scores for unfashionable figures (Tabte I5).
On the other hand, there were stâtistically significant
differences among index and item scores for the fashionable
figures (Table 15). Marital Disaster Index scores for the

fashionable figures were also found to be in the order:
average scores > thin scores > fat scores

(z = 3.49, pr<.01) .
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f abLe 1 l+

Values of the Kruskal-lIall-is Test Statistic (H) for Three
Body Build Types for the Marital Disaster Index

and f tens

Body Bu ild
Index/Iten ôhThina Averageo tr'atc

Index 1.06 1.11, O,1L
Request a divorce 0.17 1 ,63 O. /+5

Have an extranarital affair 2.1/r 1 .12 0.05

Note. df ='1 .
t r't = 58, ol'r = 56. "¡¡ = 56,

TabIe 1 5

Values of the Kruskal-Wa11is Test Statistic (H) fo¡ Tr^'o
Dress Conditions for the Marital Disaster

fndex and Itens

Dress
Lndex/J.tem

Fashionablea Unfashionable

fndex 16.tr9xx 2,38
Request a divorce 9,33xx 1.36
Have an ext"anaritaf affair 15 .68xx 2.3/*

Note. df = 2.
tN = 86. oN = a/*.
xxp.('01.
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Parental ComÞetence

To determine the perceived parental competence of

stimulus figures, subjects were asked to estimate the

Iikelihood of the figures being good parents and raising
their chiLdren welI, again on 6-point scales. parental

Competence Index scores were determined by summing responses

to the items.

fashionaþlT dressed versus unfashionably dressed
f iqures.

fashionable figure were higher than those calculated for her

unfashionable counterpart (Tables I and 9), although aII
differences but one were found to be nonsignifÍcant (table

16). Differences in scores assigned to the âverage figures
for the "good parent" item were found to be statistically
signif icant (TabIe 16).

Thin versus average versus fat figures. The two fat
figures obtained the highest Parental Competence Index and

item scores for both fashionable and unfashionable dress

conditions (tables 8 and 9). The fat figures, whether

fashionably or unfashionably dressed, were therefore
perceived more likely than the others to raise their
children well and to be good parents. Differences among

index scores were found to be statistically significant for
both fashionably and unfashionably dressed figure types, as

were differences in item scores (Table 12).
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Table 16

Values of the Kruskal--Wal1is Test Statistic (H) for Three
Body BuiJ-d Types for the Parental Conpetence

Index and f ter¡s

Body Bui ld
Index/Item

^l^thina Averageo Fatc

Index 0.21 3.77 O .2't
Be a good parent 0.59 4,21o 0,22
Raise her child¡en well 0,13 0.98 0.18

Note. df = 1.
tN = 58. oN = 56. "¡¡ = 56.
or.(.05.

Tabf e 17

Values of the Kruskal-Wallis Test Statistic (H) for Two
Dress Conditions for the Parental Conpetence

fndex and f tems

Dress
fndex/Iten

Iashionablea ûnfashionabfeb

Index 9,75xx 11.05xx
Bê a good parent 9 , /r5xx' 10.90ã*
Raise her children r¡e1f 7./+Ox 6.63'x

Ie!g. dt = 2.
a¡I = a6. bt,I = g/r.
op.(.05. oop.(.01.
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Parental Competence Index scores were found to be in the

order :

fat scores > average scores > thin scores

for both fashíonable (z = Z.6I¡ p<.01) and unfashionable

figures (z = 2.66, p(.01).

Soc ial Class

The perceived social class of each stimulus figure
was determined by asking respondents which of five social
classes they thought the target v¡as Iikely to belong to.

Fasþignebly, dreFged = versus ulfashionably dressedrrgures. Arr tashronaþry dressed figures had higher mean

scores for the Social CIass item than their unfashionable

counterparts did (Table 8), indicating that the former wer.e

perceived to be of a higher sociaL class than the latter
were. Differences in scores assigned for this variable were

found to be significant for the fat targets (H = 3.9g, df =

1, pr<.05) but not for the thin (H = f .63, df = 1, N = 5g) or
average (u = r.53, df = l, N = 56) figures.

Thin versus averaqe versus fat fioures. The lowest

mean Social Class scores were calculated for the fat figures
in both dress conditions (Table B). Differences in scores

assigned the three body types were found to be significant
for both fashíonably (u = e.52, df. = 2, N = 56, p_<.05) and

unfashionably dressed (H = 0.¿9, df. = 2, N = 84, ¡<.05)
figures. Scores for both the fashionable and unfashionable

dress conditíons were found !o be in the order:



average scores > thin scores > fat scores

(z = 2.25, p-<.0I; z = 2.35, Þ.<.01, respectively).
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indicate which of f our

a given stimulus figure had

Eduçqt:þnAI leyel
Subjects were asked to

educational levels they be I i eved

1i kely at ta ined.

rashionably dressed versus unfashionably dressed
f iqures.

Educâtional LeveI scores than their unfashionable

counterparts (Table 8). Each fashionable figure was thus

perceived to have attained a higher level of education than

her unfashionable counterpart, had. Differences between the

scores assigned to the fashionably and unfashionably dressed

figures were statistically significant for both the average

(H = 8.68, df = 1, N = 56, p.<.01) and fat pairs (tt = 6.36,

df = 1, N = 56, px<.05) but not for the thin pair (H = 3.f8,
df=1,N=58).

Thin versus average versus fat fiqures. The average

figure had the highest mean Educa!ional tevel score and the

fat figure had the lowest for both dress conditions (Table

8). In both cases differences in scores were found to be

significant (u = fZ.¿9, df = 2, N = 86, p-<.01; H = 10.61, df

= 2, N = 84, p..<.01, respectivêIy). Scores f or both

fashionably and unfashionably dressed targets were found to

be in the order:

average scores ) thin scores > fat scores
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(z = 3.19, p-<. QI¡ z = 3.15, p<.01, respect ively ) .

OccuÞational Status

To determine Occupational Status, respondents were

asked to select one of three occupations from a given

occupational category they felt the target was Iike1y to be

engaged in. The three occupations represented relatively
high, medium, and low prestige positions within each

category. Eíght such categories were presented. Responses

to the eight items were summed to determine the overall
index score for each subject. The range of possible scores

r+as f rorn I to 24 with a mid-poínt of l-6.

Fashionably dressed versrs unfashionablv dressed
f igures. er

for a1I fashionably dressed figures than for their
unfashionable counterparts (Table I ) , indicating that
overall, each fashionable figure was perceived more likely
to be engaged in more prestigious occupatíons than her

unfashionable counterpart sras. Differences between scores

assigned fashionable and unfashionable pairs were

significant for the average figures (r¡ = S.84, df = 1, N =

56, p.<.05) but not for the thin (tt = S.14, df = 1, N = 58)

or fat pairs (tt = 2.94, df = 1, N = 56).

Thin versus average versus fat fiqures. Of the

fashionable figures, the average target had the highest mean

Occupationâl Status Index score while the fat figure had the
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lowest score. Mean index scores calculated for the

unfashionable thin and average targets were higher than the

mean score of Lhe unfashionable fat figure (Table 8).
Differences in index scores r,rere found to be

significant for the fashionable figures (H = 9.92, dt = 2, N

= 86, p.<.05) but not for the unfashionably dressed figures
(H = 4.47, df = 2, N = 84). The Jonkheere-Terpstra test
statistic calculated for both fashionably and unfashionably

dressed figures indicated that scores followed the order:
average scores > thin scores > fat scores r

(z = 2.92, p<,0!¡ z = 1.98, p(.05, respectively).

Other Word Pairs

The items which comprised t,he Social Ðesirability
Indexwereinterspersedwith18otherwordpairs

:

Fashionab1ydressedversusunfashionab1vdressed
flqures. Figures 6, 7, and I show cofnparative score .

profiles for fashionable versus unfashionabLe figures for 
:

thin, average, and fat figures, respectively. i

Again, considerable divergence was found between fashionable

and unfashionable thin and average targets and Iess between

fashionable and unfashionabl.e fat figures for many word

pairs. Significant differences were found between :

ifashionableandunfashionab1epairsofaIIthreebodytypes
for the word pairs: 

¡

unsophisticated - sophí st icated i

physically unattractive - physicâJ.Iy attractive



Uns ophl s ti ca ted

Unfriêndly

Unen thusias ti c

Egotistic

Wl thdrar¿n

U¡convent,lonal

Sexual.ly
ihhLbited

Subtle

Humorous

Cooperêtive

Dengerous

Tiû¡id

Rational

Va in

Phys ically
unatt¡active

Unt¡ustwo¡thy

ChangeÀble

conplex

6

6
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Sophlst!cated

Fl'iendlY *{

Enthuslaotic

Unsel-fish

0u bgo ing

ConventicnâL

Sexually
Pe¡nissive * !

obvious **

Se ¡i ous

Coorpetitive

Sa fe

Bo 1d

E!¡otional

Modest

Physlcally
aùt¡active **

Trus tuor thy

Stable

Sinple

.,','.--.'

Fashionable thir¡ figu¡e
Unfêshionable thin figurc
*p.(.05, **p(.01 .

Figure 6

Profiles of Means of Response to 0ther l¿ord Pâirs
fo¡ Thin Figure s
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Uns ophis tlcated

. Unf¡iendly

lJnenthusiastic

Ðgo tis tl c

!tithd¡awn

lJnconventlonal

SexualIy
inh 1bi ted

Subtle

Hun oro u s

Coope¡atlve

Dangerous

TlEtd

Ratlonal

r,¡a 1r¡

Physically .¡

unattracÈive -

Unirus tnor thy

Changeeble 1

Cornplex I

Sophlsticated à*

Friendly *

Ent¡ruslasÈ1c

Unselflsh

0utgoing

Conventional

S e xual ly
Pe¡missive *

obvious *

Serlous

Conpetitfve

Sa fe

Bo 1d

Eeoti onal

Mode s t

Physi cally
att¡active **

T¡us two¡thy

S tÀb1e

Simple

6

Fashionable average figurs
Unfashionable average figure
op.<.05. oop.<.u1.

Figu¡e'/

P¡ofiles of Means of Response to othêr Word Pairs
f or: Ave¡ege Figures



lJns oph j. s ùi cated

Unfr i end.l y

lJne¡rthus ias ù1c

Egotistic

Wi thd¡ a'¡n

Unconventiohal

S exua l1y
, i.nhibi ted

Subtle

Ilu¡norous

Cooperetive

Da ngerous

Tlqtd

Ratio¡a1

Val n

Physi caLLy
unat¿ractive

Unt¡us twor thy

Change a b1e

Co¡nplex

"""- ì
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Sophis t icated **

Fri endly

Enthus las tic

Unselfish

0ut go i ng

Conventional

Sexually
PerDi.ssive

CbvlouÊ

Se¡ious

Cornpeti¿ive

Saf e

Bo Ld

Emotional

Modest

Phys l cally
att¡active *

Trus twor ¿hy

Stable

Sinple

Fashlonable fat figure
Unfashior¡able fat figu¡e

*p\<.05, oop<.01 .

F'igure 8

P¡ofiles of l'leans of Response to othe¡ Wo¡d Pairs
for Fêt Figures
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(see Àppendix E for values of H). There were also

, "tatistica).ly signífícant differences found between

: fashionable and unfashionable thin and average targets for
: three other word pairs (fables 6 and 7).
:

ì

: Thin versus averaqe versus fat fiqures. Figures 9

, und 10 show differences in scores among the fashionably and
:

: unfashionably dressed figures respectively.
Statistically significant differences were found among

fashionable figures for nine word pairs and among

unfashionable figures for five word pairs (Figures 9 and I0;
:

a ."e Àppendix F for values of H).
:: Scores for the word pair physically
;

: ,nattractive-physically attractive were tested for order.
' Values of the test statistic indicated that scores followed
.

: the order:
;

, average scores 2 thin scores > fat scores

for both fashionably and unfashíonably dressed figures (z =

4.47, p<.lJ-i z = 2.49, p<.01, respec!ively).



Unsophisticated

Unfriendly

Unenthusiastic

Egotístic

wlthd!awn

UnconventionaL

sexua I ly
Ínhibited

subtLe

Humo¡ous

Cooperative

Dangerous

Ti¡nid

Rational

Vain

Physically
unatCractive

Untrustvrorthy

Changeable

Conplex

"""- ìl

4

56
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sophis cicated* *

F r i endly

Enthusiastic

Unselfish *

outgoing *

Conventional

S exua 11y
Per¡nissive **

Obviolls

s erious

Competitive *

safe

Bold

Emotional x

¡lodest J¿

Physicâlly
attÌactive **

Trustr,¡orthy

S table

sinple *

Fashionable t,hin figu¡e

Fashionable average figu¡e

Fashionable f a'ù figur e

op'.(.05. oåp..(,01 ,

Figu¡e 9

P¡ofiles of Mea¡s of Response tc other Ho¡d Pai¡s
for Fashionabfe Figrrres



Unsophi 6Èicated

Unfriendly

Unenthusiastic

Egoti stic

Withdrawn

Unconvent.ional

Sexually
inhibited

SubtIe

Humorous

Cooperative

Dangerous

Timid

Rational

vain

Phys i ca I1y
unattractive

U¡Itrustworthy

Changeåble

56

5
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sophisticated*

Friendly *x

Enthus íastic

Unselfish r'*

Outgoing

Conventional

SexualIy
perrni s sive

obvious

Se¡ious **

Competitive

Såfê

Bold

Emotional

Modest

Physical ly
atÈractive +

TÌustwo¡Èhy

Stable

s i¡npl êComplex 1

UnfashlonabLe thin f j.gur e

UnfashionabLe average figure

Unfashionable fêt figure
op<.05. *xp(,0'1 .

Figure 10

PlofiÌes of MeAIls of Response ùo othe¡ llord Pêirs
for Unfashio¡ab1e Figures
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Evaluation of ResÞonse Àccordinq to Subiect Characteristics
Responses to the variables of body build and dress

were evaluated according to subjects' sex, background (rural
versus urban), socioeconomic status, and faculLy. Response

to the body build variable was also evaluated accordíng to
subject body build or somatype and ethnicity. The responses

of subjects with high self-esteem were compared to the

responses of those with low self-esteem wit,h respect to the
most attractive stimulus figure. Rernarks are Iimited to
those indices and itens showing statistically significant
differences in responses among the various subject
categories.

Sex

There were fewer statistically significant
differences between male and female respondents' perceptions

of thin and fat figures than of average figures (Table 1g).
There ¡{ere no significant differences in the

perception of fashionable figures according to subjects'
sex. Sígnificant differences were found in the perception

of unfashionable figures for only two items (table 1g).
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Tabla 18

Indices and Items Yielding Statistically Significant H
Values for Body Buifd and Dress
According to Sex of Subj ects

Mean Scores
fndex/Iten

Male Female

Body Bui 1d

-. aIhan

Awkward-poised
Boríng-interestÍng
Un s o p i s t i ea t e d - s o ph i s t i c a t e d

Egoùisiic-unsel-fish
.bAverage
Submis sive-se1f-assertive
Insincere-si-ncere
Dangerous-safe
Changeable-stabfe
Be an understanding spouse
Parental Conpetenc e f ndex
Be a good pa1'ent

Raise her children r¡e11

Fatc
Sexually ínhibited-sexua11y
perni-ssíve

Un t r u s tr,ro r t hy-. t r:u s two r t hy
Educatio¡ral- Level

Dïess
._ dUnlashaonabLe

f nsensitive-sensitive
Untrus two r thy- t ru s tworthy

3,0

lr.2

lr,1
/+.0
?o

).9
8.1
20

3,4
?o

¿. t

3,8

lr.6
?o

3,lr

1.6
lr,8
lr,9
/+.6

ot

/+'6

¿.4
lt,8
,)o

/*. 45

/, . /r2
? on

5 .30

t.o)
9.05
7 .69

8 ,39
5 .60

5 .10
lr,1/*

5 .87

9 .67

/*,6/,
1r.93/,.8

Iglg. The higher the mean,
sophístication, etc.
at Least at the .05

tN = 12 nales, 1,6 fenales.
b¡l = l7 ma1es, -19 fenaLes.

the greater the
Aff val-ues of H

tevel (df = 1).
c..It = tt ma-Les,
dlv = z3 nales,

perceived poise,
are signif icant

45 f enale s .

61 f emales.
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Rural or Urban Bac kqround

The number of items showing statistícaIIy
significant differences between urban (over 1O,OO0

population) and rural (under 10,000 population ) subjects

suggested that rural and urban background had more effect on

the perception of thin figures than on the perception of

average figures and had no significant effect at all on the

perception of fat figures (Tab1e I9).
Some significant differences were found between

urban and rural subjects for fashionable and unfashionable

dress (Table l-9).
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Table 19

Indices and ftems Yielding Statistically Significant H
Values for Body Buil-d and Dress Acco¡ding to
Background (Rural versus Urban) of Subjãcts

lndex/1ten
Mean Scores

Rura l- Ur ban
Background Ba c kground

Body Bui 1d

!n1n
Unsociable-sociable
Cruel-kind
fnsensitíve-sensitíve
Cold-r¡arm
fnsincere-si-ncere
Vain-node s t
Un tr u s t¡.¡o r thy- t ru s two r t hy

.bAVerage

Sexually cold-sexually warn

Dress
.- c

J ASnLOnAD_Le

Sexually cold-sexually warn
f ns ens i tive - s e n s i.t ive
Changeable-stabfe
Be a responsive sexual partner

._ dunlasnLonab_Le

Egotistic-unselfish
SubtLe-obvíous
Cooperative-conpetitive
Be an understanding spouse

l, .0
),t

lr .3
l,.g
/+.7

t,l

/+.2

I O I È)+.,/ 4. ))

1,,1 5.Og
3.8 11.62
3.5 /+,23

1 .2 /, .26
3,8 5,52
lr ,3 1r.72

3.2 5.05

4.8
3.8
4,o

lr./,

¿.o
4,9

3.6 10.75
/r,2 5,67
4,1, 4.20
4.2 3.98

3,6
?o

1,2

1" 37

5 .53
6 .16

{S!9. All values of.H are significant at Ieast at ùhe ,051evel (df = t).
tN = 1O rura1, d8 urban, "N = 2.1 rural , 65 urban.
bN = l3 ru¡al, /¡3 urban. dN = 19 rur.aL, 65 urban.
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Soc ioeconomic Sta tus

The social class of subjects was determined by their
fathers' occupations. These occupatíons were classified
into the 16 socioeconornic categories outlined by pineo et
al. (1977). The categories were then combined into three
general classes for anaLysis.

The socioeconomic status of subjects had a greater

effect on perception of the thin figures than of the average

and fat figures. Significant differences were found among

scores assigned by upper-middle, middle, and lower-middle

class subjects for eight items for the thin figure and for
only one item each for the average and fat figures (fab1e

20) .

Significant differences among the various
socioeconomic groups were also found with respect to bolh
fashionable and unfashionable dress (Tabte 2l).
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Indices and ftems
Values for Body

Table 20

Yielding Statistícal1y Significanü H
Build According to Socioecononic

Status of Sub jects

Mean Scores

Index/Iten Upper-
niddle Middle
Class Class

Lower-
niddl-e
Class

Thina
Cruel-kind
Àrtificial--genuine
Unconventional-conventional
Dangerous-safe
Iln t r u s t w o r t hy - t r u s t w o r t h y

Changeable-stable
Parental Compeùence fndex
Be a good parent
Have an extramarital- affai¡

.bAverage
Cold-warm

- .c_tåt

Awkward-poised

?o

3.7
lr '2

4. t

8./,,

4' t

3,0

lr.9
4.0
5.O

5.0
lr,g
lt.9
9.8
lr.g
2,O

lr./,

t,,6 6.88
lr.6 8,22
4.',| 10.19
5.6 10.7/+

5 .o 6.26
3,7 7 ,o/+

8.9 7.88
4. /, 9 .35
2,6 11./,6

L,l' 8'81

4.3 ?,/+1

Note. All vaLues of H are
level (df = 2),

tN = 3O upper-nicldle cl-ass,
class subjects.

blv = l5 upper-rûidd1e class,
clas s subjects,

"N = 26 upper-midrì1e class,
cJ-as s sub jects.

significant at least at ühe ,05

13 ¡rj.ddLe cÌass, 7 lor¡er-middfe

20 ¡niddle cLass, ! lorver-middle

20 middfe class, 3 Lor.¡er-niddle
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Tabl-e 21

ïndlces and Iterns Yielding Statistically Significant H
VaLues for Dress Accordíng to Socioecononic

Status of Subj ects

Mean Scores

J-ndex/ -Ltem
Upper-
niddl-e
Class

Lower-
Middle uiddle
Cfass Class

Fashionablea
C¡ue1-kind
Sexually cold-sexually warm

f nsensitive-sensitive
Cold-r,rarn
Art,ificial--genuine
Unfriendly-friendly
Marital Happiness Index
Be an understandlng spouse
Parental Conpetence Index
Be a good parent
Rai-se he¡ chíldren well

Unfashionableb
Unsociable-sociabl-e
Awkr+ard-poised
Boring-interesüing
ünsophisticated-sophisticated
Pa¡ental- Competence Index
Good parent

3,5
l+ '2
l+,0

3.8

8,3
lr,1

9,0

2,)

3.1
to

8.9
lt.lr

5.0
/.þ,2

/+ .8
l+.8

lr,l,
to
9.3
l+ .8
oo

4.9
5.o

tt.lt

.1 ,O

9./,
l+ .7

1.3 9 .03
1+.2 7.lrj
/,.5 6.2/,
/+.6 1O .37
t+,6 8.42
lr,lt 11.2O

9 .1 9.29
/+,8 14.82
9 , /+ 8,96
1,.7 6.1'/
/+,8 7 '87

3.) 6.57
t+.6 11,89
<,o o, t4
/r. lt 8'6/,
7.6 7.21
1t7

Note. All values of H are significant at least at the.0f
1evel (df = z).

tw = 36 upper-middle c1ass, 25 niddle class, 1? J-or,¡er-niddle
clas s sub jects,

h"N = 35 upper-nj-dd1e class, 28 míddl-e cl-ass, 7 Lor¡er-middLe
clas s subj ects .
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Facultv

The responses of Human Ecology students were

compared to those of students from other faculties and 
,

schools. There were no statistically significant
differences between the two groups of students for thin and .

average fígures, but several itens shorled significant 
,

differencesinscoresassignedtoLhefatfigures(rabIe
22) .

There were no statistíca1.1y significant differences
between students from other faculties and Human EcoLogy

studenls with respect to the fashionable figures. Only one 
.

itemshowedasignificantdifferencebetweenthetv¡o9roups
with respect to the unfashionable figures (Table 22).
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Table 22

Indices and Itens Yíe1dÍng Statistically Signíficant H
Values for Body Build and Dress According to

Faculty of Subj ects

Mean Scores
Index/Iten Human Other

Ecology Faculties H

Body Build
Fat*
Untrustr¿o¡thy-trustworthy 5.0 /,.3 5.32
Parental- Conpetence Index 10.3 g ,O S .l+3
Be a good parent 5.2 /+.7 6,39
Be an understanding spouse 5,0 /r.5 4,3g

Dress

Unfashionableb
üntrust¡,¡orthy-trustworthy lr.9 /, .1 /,.AO

{q!e. All values of H are s.ignif icant at least at the .05
1eve1 (of = t).

tN = Z9 Human Ecolo Cy, 27 subj e cts fro¡n other faculties.
h"N = 1+/r Human Ecol-o gy, LO sub jects f ron other f acul-ties,
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Ethnic Bac kground

Theresponseofthethree1argestethnicgroups
represented in the sample, as well as those subjects who 

,

described themselves as Canadian, were analyzed with respect 
,to the body build of the stimlus figures. Subjects citing 
;

British, Chinese, and Northern European (Slavic, German, '

Jewish, and Dutch) backgrounds were included in the :

analys i s

Significant differences were found among scores

assigned for several items in terrns of the thin and average i

figures and for only one item with respect to the fat
figures (Table 23).



Table 23

ïndices and rtens Tielding statistically significant H values for
Body Bul1d According to Ethnicity of Subjects

-- _ alh1n
ïnsensitive-sensitive
Untru s two rthy-trus twort hy
Be an understanding spouse

lndex/-tten

.bAverage
Awkward-poised 5.3
Be srrccessful in her caree? 5.2
Social, and Professional Happiness
Index 1 L.6
Social Status 3.7

Fatc
Social Status 2.5

British
Isles

ISlg. A1l value s
uN = 13 British,
bu = r6 British.
"N = 11 British,

?o

3.5

Canadian

Mean Score s

of H are significant at
6 Canadian, 10 Chinese,
5 Canadian, 2 Chinese, 1

1{. Canadian, 3 Chinese,

5.0

lr.8
4.8

12.8

Chi-nese

4.7
1.6

5.O

12 .5
3.0

Northern
European

least at the .05 Level (df = 3)
13 Northern European respond ents
8 Northern European respondents.
13 Northern European respondents

.6
,6

9 .lr1
? oo

8.18
n at

11 .57
10.01

8.36

lr..o

lr.O

10.8
2.1+

22

À)\o
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Body Bui Id
' The body build of subjects was determined by .

, câIculating each subject's ponderal Index and classifying 
,

, nim or her as either ectomorphic, mesomorphic, or

i "ndornorphic. Ðifferences in the scores assigned some items ,.

: r"re found to be statistically significant, for each body

, ¡uitd type (Table 24).
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Indices and ftems Yieì-ding Statistical-ly Significant H Values for
Body Build According to Body Buil,d of Subjects

Thina
trrleak-strong
Subnissive-self -as sertive
Egotistic-unseffish

.bAverage
Unfriendly-friendly
Cooperative-competitive
Be a good parent

Fatc
Ins ens i ti-ve - s ens it ive
Cold-warrn
Raise her chifdren we 11

Index//IteÍì

{g!g. Afl values of
4,,N = tt ectonorphlc,
h"N = 29 ec Lonorphic,
c,.N = t5 ectomorphac,

Ectomorphs Mesonorphs Endonorphs

Mean Scores

7.1

lr. L

lr./,

/+.3

lr.6

H are signif ican-u
12 nesornorphic, 1

17 rnesomorpt.ic, 7

10 mesomorphic, 8

3.7
t.ô
4.2

?o

F)

).o
l+.0

3.0
l+.o

3.9
/*.1,

5 .1,

at least at the .05 level (df =2)
I endonorphic subj ects.

enC o rn orph i c sub j ects .

endomorphic sub j ects .

6.91
12 . t+O

8.30

? .07
7.16

9 .38

6.e2
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Sel f -esteen

OnIy two of the subjects who responded to the

stimulus figure r+ith the highest mean physical

attractiveness score, the fashionable average figuref !¡ere

classified as having 1ow self-esteem. Twelve subjects
exposed to this figure were classified as having high

self-esteen. Statistically significant differences were

found between high self-esteem and low seLf-esteem subjects
for four items with respect to the fashionable average

f igure (Tab1e 25).
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Table 25

Itens Yielding Statistically Significant H
Values According to Self-es teen of Subj ects

for the Fashionable Average I'igure

Mean Scores
Iten

Hish Lor¡
serr-eEiu"rt s"rr-ã" t"urb lt

Cruel-klnd
Insensitive-sensitive
Subtle-obvious
Untrus tr,¡orthy-trus tworthy

l+ .6
/+ ,6
¿.o
5.0

3,O /+.52

2,5 /+.63

5,5 5.09
3.0 5,01

{ote. All values of H are significant at least at the .05
leve1 (df = t).

tN = 12 high self-esteen subjects.
btt = Z low seLf-esteen subj ects.
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Evaluation of Hvpotheses

There are differences between the
fashionably dressed thin, averaoè.
stimuius i igures añã- peEeptio-ñs
unfashionably dressed counterþarts
the various indices and items.

134

perceptions of
and fat female
of -Tlei r

¡.r i th respect to

Hypothesis 1 was accepted for aI1 body build Lypes

on the basis of the statistically significant results
yielded by the Kruskal-WaIlis one-way analysis of variance

by ranks (table 2e ).
Stalistically significant differences were also found

bet\,reen the fashionable and unfashionable thin and average

figures for five other word pairs (rigures 6 and 7) and

between the fashionable and unfashionable fat figures for
two other word pairs (figure 8).

It Has concluded that dress had a greater influence
on the perception of the thin and average figures than it
did on the perception of the fat figures.

2. There are differences in subjects' perceptions of
fashionably dressed thin, avèrage, ánd fãt femalefigures and in their perceptions of unfashionably
dressed thin, average, and f at f igureñiEñ-Eãþeãt
to the various indices and items.

Hypothesis 2 nas accepted for both fashionable and

unfashionable f igures (tab1e ZZ).

Differences in scores assigned to the fashionably dressed

figures were also found to be statisLically significant for
nine other word pairs (figure 9).

Scores for fashionable figures were found to be in
the orders specified for the Jonkheere-Terpstra tes! for the
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Table 26

Sunnary of Significant Response to Dress

Body Build
l-ndex/Item

Thin -A,verage Fat

Social- Desirability fndex
Du11-excíting
Cruel-kínd
Sexually cold-sexua11y warn
ïnsensitíve-sensitive
C o 1d -warm
Awkward-poised
Boring-interesting
Insincere-since¡e

Social and Professional Happíness
Index
Lead an exclting l ife
Experience personal f ulf ill-nent
Be successful in her career

Likelihood of Marriage

Marital Happíness Index
Be a responsi-ve sexual partner
Be an understanding spouse

Marital- Disaster Index
Request a divorce
Have an extrarnaritaL affair

Pe.rentaL Conpetence Ind ex

Be a good parent
Raise her children r+e1L

Social Cf ass

EducatlonaL Levef

0ccupaùional- Status Index

lf

*

t{

*tf

op.(.05. **p.(.0.1 .
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Table 27

Sunnary of Signifícant Response to Body Build

lndex/-Lbem
Dress

Fashionable Unf ashionabl-e

Social Desirability Index
Du11-exciting
Cruel-kind
Sexually cold-sexua11y warn
f nsensitive-sensitive
Cold-warn
Artificial-getìuine
Subnissive-se1f -assertive
Awkward-po i s ed
Boring-ínteresting

Social and Profe s s Íonal Happiness
Index
Lead and exciting 1if e
Experience personal fulfillnent
Be succe ssful in her career

ï,ikelihood of Marriage

Marital Happiness Index
Be a responsive sexual partner
Be an understanding spouse

Marítal Dísaster Index
Requesù a divorce
Have an extrama¡itaf af f aír

?arental Competence f ndex
Be a good parenü
Raise her children r¿el-l

Social Clas s

Educational LeveL

0c cupational Status

lf

*

*p.<.05 . oop.(.01
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SociaI Desirability Index, the SociaI and professional

Happiness Index, the Marital Disaster Index, the parental

Competence Index, the Occupational Status Index, the Social
Class and Educational Level items, and the word pair
physically unattractive-physically attractive.

Differences ín scores assigned to the unfashionably

dressed figures r,rere statistically significant for five
other word pairs (figure 10). Scores for unfashionably

dressed figures were determined to be in the original orders

specified for the Jon khee re-Te rpst ra test for the parental

Competence Index, the Occupational Status Index, and the

Social Class and Educational Level items, and the word pair
physically unattractive-physícally attractive. They were

not found to be in the original orders specified for the

SociaI Desírabilíty or Marital Happiness indices.
It was concluded that, in the current investigation,

body build had a greater influence on the perception of sone

attributes than it did on others and that this also depended

upon whether figures were dressed in fashionable or

unfashionable attire,
3. Subjects díffer in their response to female bodybuild and dress according to cèrtain characteristiès:

a) Subjects differ in their response to female bodybuild and dress according to their.sex, backgrouñd
( rural versus urban), sõcioeconomiõ- súaG--ãiãuniîãñiE-TãEffi

Hypothesis 3a was rejected for male and female

response to fashionable dress but was accepted for t!¡o
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attríbutes with respect to unfashionable dress. This

hypothesis nas al.so accepted with respect to a1l three body

build types for several attributes each.

Hypothesis 3a was rejected for urban and rural
subject response to the fat body buiId. It was accepted for
severaL attribuLes ryith respect to the thin body build and

both dress conditions, as r,¡eII as for one item r,rith respect

to the average body build.
The hypothesis of differences in response of

upper-middle, middle, and lower-rniddle class subjects was

accepted for alI three body types and both dress conditions.
However, only two items showed statistically significant
differences among socioeconomic groups for the average and

fat f igures.

Hypothesis 3a was rejected in terms of faculty
response to fashionable dress and the thin and average body

types. This hypothesis was accepted for one index and two

attributes with respect to the fat body build and for one

attribute with respect to unfashionable dress.

b) Subjects differ in their response to fenale bodybuild according to their own body build and ethnic
bac kqround .

Hypothesis 3b was accepted in terns of the response

of four ethnic aroups to aII three body buitds. However,

only one item showed statisticaLly significant dífferences
with respect to the fat figure type.
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Hypothesis 3b was also accepted to a Iimited extent
in terms of ectomorphic, mesornorphic, and endomorphic

subject response to all three figure types.
c) High and low self-esteem subjects differ in their

response to attractive female figures.
Hypothesis 3c lras accepted to a Iimited extent, that

i s, f or f our ¡vord pa i rs.
It was concluded that response to dress differed

mainly with the socioeconomic status and ruraL and urban
background of subjects, as did response to the thin body

build type. It was also concluded that response to Lhe

average body build differed more ¡+ith the sex of subjects
than with any other characteristic and that response to the
fat somatype tvas fairly uniform regardless of subjects'
character i st ic s .



DI SCUSSION

This chapter includes a discussion of the results
described in Chapter 4. The results of the current
investigation are compared to those reported in the

Iiterature.

The Effect of Dress on the perception of Stimulus Fiqures

Gibbins (1969) and LittrelL et aI. (I98I) have

suggested that how a person is perceived may be in no small

part due to the fashionableness of his or her clothing. In
the current investigation, fashionableness of dress had a

uniform effect on the perceived sophistication and physical
attractíveness of all three body buitd types. Dress also
tended to affect perceptions of the poise, educational
Ievel, and occupational prestige of aIl three sornatypes

although this r,¡as not statistically significant for the thin
and fat figures. Mean scores indicated that, regardless of
body build, the more fashionably attired figures were

perceíved as being more sophisticated, poised, and

physically attractive than the less fashionably dressed

figures were. As weIIr more education and greater

occupational prestige were ascribed to the fashionable
figures.

-140-
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However, fashionableness of dress exerted much more

influence on perception of the thin and average figures than

it did on perceptions of the fat figures. perceptions of
how companionable or socially desirable the thin and average

figures appeared to be, for example, varied with the

fashionableness of their dress, as did the perceived

sociability of the in-fashion and out-of-fashion models in
the investigation of Johnson et aI. (1970). Three

dirnensíons defined sociabitity in their investigation:
cool-warm, unsociable-sociable, and unfriendly-friendly. In
the current study, the unfriendly-friendly item showed

significant differences between both fashionable and

unfashionable average and thin figures, the cold-warm item

showed a significant difference between the thin figures
onIy, and the unsociable-sociable item showed differences
betneen fashionable and unfashionable thin and average

figures, although these differences were not statistically
significant. In aIl three cases, mean scores indicated that
it was the fashionably dressed figure who was perceived as

the friendlier, warmer, and nore sociable of the thin and

average pairs.
A measure somewhat related to the Social

DesirabiliLy Index used in the current investigation has

also indicated differences in the way differently dressed

targets are perceived. The more formally attired female

model used by Harris et aI. (1993) was more ]ikely to be
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wanted as a friend than a casually dressed model was, and

MílIer (1982) found that male target actors wearing solid
colored clothing were desired more as friends than were

actors in patterned (striped and checkered) clolhing. In

the current ínvestigation, the Ior+er mean Social
Desirability Index scores calculated for the unfashionably

dressed thin and average figures thus may have been affected
by the geometric pattern or print of the unfashionable dress

used. ÀIternatively, the greater perceived social
desirability of the fashionable figures may have reflected a

favorable perception of the formality, as opposed to the

casualness, of lheir dress.

Response to the boring-interesling item varied
significantly with fashionableness of dress in the current
investigation and with f orrnality of dress in the study of
Harris et aI. (1983). Furthermore, in the current study

subjects distÍnguished between fashionable and unfashionable

thin and average figures on two items related to the

boring-interesting item, specif ica1J.y, the word pair
dull-exciting and the Social and professional Happiness

Index item "How likely is this person to lead an exciting
Iife?" This suggests that a greater liveliness of character
and lifestyle was associated with the more fashionable thin
ând average figures than with their less fashionable
counterparts.
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Subjects in the current investigation aLso

consistently differentiated between the fashionabLe and

unfashionable thin and average figures on the basis of
perceived sexual attitudes, attributing greater sexual

responsiveness !o the fashionable figures than to their
unfashionable counterparts. This was demonstrateil by the

significant differences in response to the rvord pairs
sexually cold-sexualLy warm and sexually inhibited-sexually
permissive and the Marital Happiness Index item "How ).ikely
is this person to be a responsive sexual partner?". Gibbins
(1969) and Mathes and Kempher (1976) found a corresponding

willingness on the part of their respondents to assess the

sexual attitudes and behavior of oLhers on the basis of
their clothing.

The fat figures in the current study were perceived

to be very similar, regardless of dress. The fact that they

could neither be distinguished on the basis of social
desirability or by most of the other dimensions lncluded in
the current study provides some evidence that their body

build operated as a "master status" (Hiller, lg8l),
overwhelrning the effect of dress. However, the body build
of the fat figures seemed to have less effect than dress on

their perceived sophistication, physical attractiveness,
educational leve1, social class, and to a lesser extent,
poise and occupational status. In these cases, the social
stigma of obesity seemed to be replaced by the individual
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stigma (the possession of a personal rather than
group-related díscrediting atLribute, Ferree & Smith, IgTg)

of wearing unfashionable clothing. Ferree and Smith's
(1979) contention that social and individual stigma may be

perceived as disqualifiers in very different situations thus

seems to be supported by the results obtained for fat
figures in the current investigation.

It should be noted at this point that the fat
figures used in the current study were shorter than either
the thin or the average figures. WhíIe subjects responded

to the stimulus figures on an individual basís and could not

compare their relative heights, they, Iike the respondents

in WeIIs and Siegel's (1961) study, may have in fact
perceived the fat figures to be shorter than they actually
were. The male endomorphic silhouettes in WelIs and

Siegel's investigation. ¡,¡ere judged to be shorter than the
mesomorphic and ectomorphic silhouettes, although all three
stimulus figures were the same size. It is itifficult to
determine whether the height of the fat figures in the
current investigation contributed to the less favorable
response they received on sone dependent variables than

their thin and average counterparts. Research on the effect
of height on person perception has indicated that this
variable is a ¡nore important cue ín the perception of rnales

than of fenales (Berscheid & Walster, I974¡ Lerner & Moore,

1974). For the most part, subjects seemed to respond to the
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fat figures as fat beings and minimized or neglected other
qualíties of the figures (AIIon, 1976), in this case, their
clothing, and perhaps, their height.

Clothinq and Bodv Build Stereotvpes

The results of the current investigation throw some

doubt on Dibiase and HjeIle's (1968) statement that
body-ímage stereotypes are more clear-cut for mesonorphs

(average figures) than for endomorphs (fat figures) and

ectomorphs (thin figures). The irnage of the average figure
in the current investigation l{as more clear-cut and

consistent with the mesomorphic stereotype described in the

literature when she was fashionably dressed than when she

was unfashionably dressed. Fashionably dressed, the average

figure r+as perceived, according to mean scores, as the most

independent, sociable, exciting, self-assertive, poisêd,

interesting, sincere, sophisticated, outgoing, serious,
competitive, bold, physically attractive, stable, and

complex of the three figures. Unfashionably dressed, the
average figure was either perceived as being símiLar to the
thin and fat figures with respect to these and other
characteristics or was judged tess favorably than the

others, especially in terms of perceived unkindness,

insensitivity, and egotism. The dynamic and aggressive

ímage of the mesomorph described by various investigators
(e.9., Brodsky, 1954; Dibiase & Hjelle, I968) was thus
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similar to the image projected by the average figure in the
current investigatíon only when the latter was fashionably
attired.

The image ascribed to the thin figure in the current
study was more favorable when she was fashionably dressed.

The fashionable t,hin figure was perceived more positively
than the fashionable fat figure and as either similar to or

somewhat i.ess positively than the fashionable average

figure. Horeever, lhe thin figure did noÈ compare favorably
with the other body build types when unfashionably attired.
Other than being perceived as the most sophisticated of the

three, the thin Larget was seen as the nost dependent,

unsociable, du11, weak, artificial, boring, sexually
inhibited, and timid of the figures as well as the 1east

sincere, coldest, and sexually coldest. The image conveyed

by the unfashionably dressed thin target nas thus even more

negative than the dependent, tense, and nervous stereotype
described by oibiase and HjeIle (1969) and WelLs and Siegel
( 196r. ) .

The image of the fat figure which emerged,

regardl-ess of her dress, was consistent with that found by

We1ls and Siegel (1961). In the current investigation, this
body build \sas seen as the kindest, warmest, friendliest,
simplest, and safest of the three body types as well as the

least self-assertive and physicatly attractive, most

genuine, unselfish, modest, humorous, and awkward of the
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body types. Expectations of the character of the fat figure
in the current investigation were thus similar to those

described by Hall and Havassy (1981) for women in general:
passive, nurturant, socially sensitive, and non-assertive.

The ratings of several attributes of the fat figures
varied with dress when these figures were compared to
similarly dressed thin and average figures. On the one

hand, the fat figure was perceived as being the sexually
warmest, strongest, and most sociable and enthusiastic
figure when unfashionably dressed. On the other hand, when

fashionably dressed, the fat figure was seen as possessing

these characteristics to a lesser degree than either of the
other two figures. The statement of Harris et aI. (1992)

that the stereotype for fat people includes being reserved

rather than outgoing thus seems open to question. Results
of the current investigation show that v¡hether or not the
fat figure was perceived as reserved depended upon her

dress. When unfashionably dressed, she was seen as the
least outgoing yet most friendly and sociable of the
figures. When fashionably dressed, she was perceived as the
most friendly but least sociable of the three body builds;
she was aJ.so perceived as more outgoing than the thin figure
but less so than the average figure.

One other statement of Harris et al. (1992) is also
open to queslion: "The public view of obesity is so negative
that it is not differentiaJ.Iy sensitive to further
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manipulat.ions of a personts statust'. The results of the

current study show that, for this group of respondents at
least, the vier+ of the fat female was not that unfavorable
and could be nanipulated through changes in dress, thus

Ieading to attributions of higher social, educational, and

occupational status.
À final point should be made with respect to the

differences between the body build stereotypes found in the
literature and those found in the current investigation.
Many, if not nost investigators have used males stimulus
figures in their research. This likeJ.y accounts, along with
the dress cues, for some of the differences in stereotyping.

The "what is beautiful is good" stereotype defíned

by Dion et al. ()-972) is appropriate to the literature on

body buiId. The mesonorph has been consistently described
as the best looking or most attractive of the three body

build types (e.9., Hendry t GiIIies, 1978; Kirkpatrick &

Sanders, 1978; Larkin & pines, 1979) and has also been

described as a1l things positive and good (Brodsky, 1954).

The stereotype of the rnesomorph has included such attributes
as being the most preferred as a friend and being perceived

as making the best soldier, doctor, professor, and father
(".9., Brodsky, 1954; terner, 1969a, 1969b). The rnesomorph

has also been described as having a dynamic personality
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(".9., Dibiase & Hje1le, 1968). On the other hand, the
endomorph has consistentLy been descríbed in the same

studies as the least attractive of the body build types and

has been perceived as either friendly and passive (".g.,
Wells & Siègel, 1961) or as lazy and self-serving (Brodsky,

1954; Larkin & Pines, 1979). The endomorph has also
consistently been the least preferred as a friend and has

been perceived as the least like1y to make a good doctor,
soldier, or university president (e.g., Lerner, 1969a,

1969b). Ectomorphic figures have been uniformly judged as

making the worst fathers (".g., Brodsky, I954; Kirkpatrick &

Sanders, 1978). WhiLe the "what is beautiful is good"

stereotype has been pervasive throughout the body build
literature, Ðermer and ThieI (1975) have suggested that
certain liabilit.ies are associated with perceived

attractiveness, for example, a lack of parental competence

and a tendency to$¡ard marital disaster. This observation
reas supported by the results obtained in the current, studyl
and there was evidence that the stereotype associated with
beauty could be manipulated through dress.

À visual inspection of mean scores for physical
attractiveness revealed a less than clear distinction
between thin and average figures for this attribute,
especially in the unfashionable dress condition. In both

cases the fat fígures were clearly perceived as the leas!
atËractive of the body build types. The "what is beautiful
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is good" stereotype led to the predíction that greater
perceived social desirability would be ascribed to the thin
and average figures whether they were fashionably or

unfashionâbIy dressed. Holrever, this did not occur.
Although the average target was perceived as the most

socially desirable of the fashionable figures, the fat
figure was judged as the most socially desirable of the

unfashionable targets. For this variable, the dress of the

average figure clearly had an effect on the perception of
overall character, overwhelming the positive image generally
ascribed to this body build type. The stereotype of the

average figure was similarly affected by dress with respect

to expected social and professional happiness. Whereas the
fashionable thin and average figures were perceived to be

more IikeIy to attain social and professional happiness when

fashionably dressed, no significant distinctions were made

anong the unfashionably dressed figures r+ith regard to this
variable. The effect of dress obliterated any favorable
judgments that may otherwise have been rnade of the thin and

average targets.
The rtwhat is beautiful is good stereotype also 1ed

to a prediction of greater marital happiness for lhe more

attractive targets. There r,ras no evidence to support this
hypothesis for the fashionable targets, but again the least
attractive of the unfashionable figures was more favorably
perceived with respect to this index. It is importânt to
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note however, that only one of the two items showed

significant differences for this index. Mean scores for the

"understanding spouse" item showed that Lhe unfashionabty

dressed fat figure ¡,las far more likely to be perceived as an

:'nderstandingspousethanweretheothertwofigures,like1y
, u reflection of the nurturant and sensitive image of the fat
:

, fiSure which also emerged in the current study.

Expectations of marital disaster hypothesízed by ,..

Dermer and Thiel (1975) to be associated with attractive
ìtargetstvereevidentonIyforthefashionab1ydressed
, figures. Hoeever, the fat figures were clearLy perceived in

:oothdressconditionstobethemostconpetentparentsof
I the three body build types. Derner and Thiel (1975) and
, oion et aI . (1972) found a similar reluctance on the part of
.theirrespondentstoascribeparent'aIcompetenceto
r attractive male and female targets, although this was not 

'

: consistent with the body buitd literaLure. Results

i r"garding the perception of parental ability in the ;

i body-image literature have been based on the use of male l

stimulus figures, and it seems reasonable to assume that ,,

, there is a difference in the way males and females are

, p"rceived with respect to this attribute.
i fhe status indicators used in lhis study, social ;

,-
i "Iass, educational level, and occupational. status, showed :

: "onsistent 
perceptions of the three body build types 

:

: regardless of dress. Àccording to the meân scores obtained :
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for all three measures I there was less difference between

the average and thin stimulus figures than between the thin
and fat figures. The low prestige accorded the fat figures
rnay refÌect the fact tha! obesity has been documented as

being rnore predorninant in the lower classes (Bruch, I976;

coldblatt, Moore, & Stunkârd, 1965i Hendry & GiIlies, I97g)
and that there are fewer obese persons in the upper classes
than in the rest of the population (Dwyer, Fe1dman, & Mayer,

1970). The tendency for overweight girls to have lower

academic ability than average or underweight girls has also
been documented (Hendry & GiIlies, LgZB). In any câse,

Canning and Mayer (I967) have found that obese female

college applicants lrere rejected at a much higher rate,
regardless of high school grades or IO, than nonobese

applicants. Larkin and pines (1979) and Benson et aL
(1980) have also provided evidence of the stigma that the
obese body build carries in employment situations.

ResÞonse to Dress According to Sub.iect Characteristics
Response to dress varied mainly with the

socioeconomic stâtus and rural and urban background of
subjects. The sex and faculty of subjects had a ninimal-

effect on response to dress. Other investigators (e.g.,
Harris et al., 1983i Johnson et al., Ig77 ) have noted that
males and females respond to clothing cues simiLarly on

paper and penc i I tests.
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Middle class subjects responded the most favorably
to the fashionable costume while upper-middle class subjects
perceived the fashionable costume the least favorably.
Response to unfashionable costume was mixed for aI1
socioeconomic classes. On the one handf for example,

lower-middle class subjects perceived unfashionably dressed

figures as somewhat incompetent parents and as not very
interesting or sociable, yet on the other hand they
perceived the same targets as poised and sophisticaled. The

results of the current investigation are not conclusive
enough to justify explanations of perceptual differences of
fashionable and unfashionable dress on the basis of
socioeconomic status. Further research on the perception of
dress by the various socioeconomic classes is therefore
r ec ommended .

Subjects from rural backgrounds responded more

favorably to both types of dress than their urban

counterparts did. Rural respondents may have been more

favorably disposed than urban respondents were to the print
or pattern of the unfashionable dress. Certainly, scores

for the subtle-obvious item indicated a sígnificant
difference between these two groups in the perception of the
unfashionable costuie, with rural subjects judging the

latter as more subtle than urban subjects did. Further
research could explore perceptions of pattern or print in
clothing by rural and urban respondents.
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Response to Body BuiId Àccordinq to Subiect Characteristics
The body build, ethnicity, and faculty of subjects

had a Iímited effect on their response to the three body

buí1d types. The conclusion of other researchers (".g.,
Caskey & Felker, 1971¡ Mathes, J.972) that subjects do not
favor targets of lheir own body build r+as supported by the

results of the current investigation. There was however, a

tendency on the part of ectomorphic subjects to perceive
the thin figures to be more aggressive, that is, stronger,
more egotistic, and more self-assertive than mesomorphic and

endomorphic subjects perceived them to be.

There teas Iittle evidence of any difference in the
perception of the fat figures by members of the various
ethnic groups included in the analysis of the data. This
was consistent with findings of other investigators (e.g.,
Gitter et al., 1983; Harris & Smith, 1982; Iwawaki & Lerner,
1976). Where differences were found to be significant for
thin and average figures, BriÈish subjects had a uniformly
favorable perception of the average figures while Northern
European subjects had a consistently unfavorable view of the
thin figures. It is difficult to draw any firm concl.usions

about the effect of ethnicity on the perception of body

build from the current investigation given the timited
number of respondents belonging to some of the ethnic
groups. However, the lack of signíficant differences in
response to the different body builds among the various
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ethnic groups may indicate an acceptance of North Ämerican

standards and stereotypes with respect to the shape of the
female body, especially with respect to fat women.

Perceptions of average and fat figures were not
found to vary significantly with the rural and urban

background of subjects. On the other hand, there were

several signifÍcant differences between these two groups in
the perception of thín figures. Rural subjects in the
current investigation perceived thin figures more positively
than urban subjects did. I,thíIe there is evidence (e.g.,
Richardson et al., 1961) of similarities in the perception
of obese stimlus figures by rural and urban subjects, it is
not clear why rural and urban respondents should differ in
their judgments of thin figures.

The division of subjects into socioeconomic classes
yielded the same lack of differentiation in the perception
of fat and average figures as noted above with the
rural,/urban dichotomy. There were however, several
differences in the perception of thin figures in lerns of
the social class of respondents. Upper-middle class
subjects had a less than favorable view of lhe thin figures
rvhile middle class and lower-middle class subjects perceived

the latter more favorably atong the same dimensions. Given

lhe fact that "excessive pressure toward thinness is an

upper-class phenomenon" (sruch, 1976), it was suprising that
upper-middle class subjects had such a negative vie¡r of the
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thin figures. Äs Bailey and Hankins (1979) have reported,
mesomorphy has become more important in the perceptíon of
both the ideal female and ideal male body buitds. They

added further that a shared mesomorphic ideal may be

emerging with respect to body build. If this is true, the
preference for a mesomorphic body build may still take some

time to "trickle down" to lhe middle and 1ower-middle

classes. There was however, no evidence of an upper-middle

class preference for the average body build in the current
i nvest i gat i on.

There was no clear indication from the data that
either rhale or female resondents had definite preferences

for any body build type. Rather, mal.e subjects had less
favorable perceptions of all three body build types than

females did. A slightly greater number of items yielded
significant differences in the perception of the average

figure by males and females, thus refuting Bailey and

Hankins's (1979) hypothesis of a growing preference for
mesomorphy by both sexes. Neither was there evídence for
conjectures by Bailey and Chorosevic (1980) and St,af f ierÍ
(1972) among others of a female preference for slender

modeLs and a male preference for more fleshy models.

Given the linited number of low self-esteem subjects
in the sample, it was difficult to either confirn or reject
Graham and Perryrs (1978) contention that low self-esteem

subjects would denigrate an attractíve stimulus person more
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than high self-esteem subjects would. There was some

evidence that low self-esteem subjects perceived the most.

attractive figurer the fashionable average target, Iess
favorably than high self-esteem subjects did. Low

self-esteem subjects judged the attractive target as less
kind, sensitive, and trustHorthy than high self-esteen
subjects díd. Further research should be carried out
focusing on this dimension of person perception.



SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, ÀND RECOMMENDÀTIONS

Respondents in this investigatíon shor,¡ed a

willingness, by means of a paper and pencil_ test, to nake

judgments of drawings of thin, average, and fat female

fígures attired in both fashionabÌe and unfashionable

clothing. Furthermore, respondents more often than not were

consistent in their judgments of these stimulus fígures.
Shared stereotypes therefore seemed to underlie their
responses.

OveraII, the results of this study support the
statement, of Conner et aI. (1975) concerning the roles that
person (that part of physical appearance not projected by

clothing) and clothing play in person perceptíon. They

mainLained that the degree to which these cues influence a

person's perception of others differs with the nature of the
impression variable. In the current investigation, clear
distincLions were drawn between fashionably and

unfashionably dressed thin and average figures on the basis
of their perceived social desirability as weII as on the

basis of how happy their social and professional and married
lives were expected to be. The thin figures were further
distinguished by the perception of how líkely each was to
get married and the average figures by their perceíved

- 158
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educationaL level and occupational status. There were

differences between the thin figures for the latter item and

index, but these differences were not statistically
significant. There was also a difference between the

average figures for the ParentâI Conpetence but again, this
difference was not significant. On the other hand, except

for the two status indicators of social class and

educational 1eve1 (and to a lesser extent, occupational
status) and tvro attributes, no such distinctíons were made

between fashionably and unfashionably dressed fat figures.
On the whoIe, it rnay be concluded that fashionableness of
dress had a greater influence on the perception of thin and

average figures than it did on the perception of fat
f igures.

Body build influenced the perception of a number of
the attributes of fashionable and unfashionable figures.
Figures in boLh dress conditions were distinguished by

perceived parental competence, social class, and educational
level as well as by their poise, sophistication,
unselfishness, and physical attractiveness. Fashionable

figures were further distinguished by perceived social and

professional happiness, likelihood of marital disaster, and

several other attributes. Distinctions reere drawn among the
unfashionable figures with respect to theír perceived socÍaI
desirability and narital happiness, although not in the
order expected, as well as on the basis of some traits.
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The fat fígures were perceived to be the most

competent parents regardless of dress style, but they were

also perceived as having the least education and as

belonging to a lower social class than the average or thin
targets. On the other hand, while the fat target was

clearly perceived to be the most socially desirable of the

unfashionable figures and the most IikeIy to âttain marital
happiness, there v¡ere no statistically significant
distinctions mâde among the fashionable figures on the basís

of social desirability or marital happiness. SimilarIy, the

fashionable figures were distinguished by perceived

expectations of social and professional happiness, marital
disaster, and occupational prestige, while the unfashionable
figures teere not. In neither case lrere figures
distinguished by the perceived Iikelihood of their getting
marr j.ed. Thus, body build clearly had a greater influence
on the perception of some attributes than it did on others.
This influence also depended on the dress of the figures.

The stereotypes associated v¡ith body build and

beauty in the current investigation were found in part Lo be

somewhat different than those described in the Iiterature.
The fact that the stimulus figures in this investigation
were clothed female figures rather than male silhouettes
most likely accounted for this difference.

Perceptions of fashionable and unfashionable dress

differed rnainly with the socioecononic status of subjects
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and to a lesser extent, with rural or urban background.

These two characteristícs, rather than sex, body build, or
ethnic background also accounted for much of the variation
in response to the thin body build type. However, response

to the average body build varied rnore with the sex of
subjects rather than with any other characËeristic.
Response to the fat figures varied Iittle r,rith any subject
characteristic.

The results of this investigation were Iimited by

the methodology and sample used. While there was some

evidence of social stereotyping on the basis of dress and

body build cues, it is difficult, to extrapolate the results
of questionnaire to actual behavior. Since other
investigators (e.g., Bickman, 1971; Harris et al., 1993)

have noted disparities between the results of paper and

pencil tests and field studies, it is recommended that
further research include study of real-Iife situations to
determine if social stereotyping has behavioral consequences

with respect to the combined cues of body build and dress.

OnIy three types of body build rqere considered in
the current investigation. Other intermediate types of
female body build should be used in future research since

actual female somatypes are not limited to those used in
this study. It is also recommended that other styles of
dress be used in combination wíth various body build types

to determine the extent of stereotyping, whether in paper
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and penciL tests or in field studies. For example, a

skirted suit could be used to discover if there is any

change in the perceived assertiveness and aggressiveness of
the three somatypes, especially with respect to the fat body

build type. In any event, more effort should be made in the

future to combine the cues of body buiLd and dress in person

perception studies rather than studying each in isolation.
The resuLts of this investigation show that dress does

appear to affect body-image stereotypes, especially of thin
and average f igures.

Care should also be taken to standardize the height
of the stimul.us figures used in future investigations. A

measure of shortness or tallness could then be included to
determine the perceived height of the various types of
female body build and to determine if perceived height
influences perceptions of other attributes.

Since the responden!s in the current investigation
were university students, it is recommended that the

response of other groups to the combined cues of dress and

body build be studied. Variables such as age and occupation
may very weIl infLuence the perception of these cues when

they are combined with each other. The influence of subject
socioeconomic status, background (rural versus urban), and

level of self-esteem on perceptions of dress and body build
cues should also be investigated further.
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l. \-¡\'ERSITì' ()F :\1.{À*lT()BA FACULTY OF HUMAN ECOLO(;Y
Deparrmenr of Clorhing and Texriles

16/,

Vinoipcg, Manirrrba
Canada lllT 2N2

(2Mt 474-8tt7

I an conducting a study on person perceptíon as part of the

requirenents for conpleting an M.Sc. degree. I aro interested Ín

your judgnents of the person whose picture is contâined in the

enveLope before you. You are asked to be conpletely honest in
your judgnents of this peÌson - there are no right or wrong

ânswets.

This questionnâj.re is to be conpleted anonynously. please

D0 NOT put any identifying marks, for exarnple, your nane or

student number, on any of the sheets. your replies wj.I1 be conbined

with those of other respondents and anaJ-yzed as group d.ata.

Participation in this study is strictly voluntary. There is
no penalty for not participating. your assistance however, is

åreatly appreciated.

Please keep the nature of this study confidential. Info¡natior-

regarding the results wiLl be nad.e available upon request to

Mau¡een Kunnen, Roon JOJ Horne Ðcononrics Buj-lding, ph, 414-g177.

Thank you for taklng the tirne to nake thÍs project a success.

/L,r*o /l,(ru,,uà:
Maureen E. Kunuen
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StaÈement of Consent

TitIe of Project: Cues in person perception
Investigator: l4aureen E. Kurnmen

All participation is entirely voluntary.
No one is obliged to answer any guestion he,/she cloes not r,rish to.
Participants may wit.hdraw from this research at an!, time.
No names are needed on the questj-onnaires , thus all answersare completeì-y anonymous.

wittr these conditions in ¡nind, r consent to participate in Èhisresearch and receive the guestionnaire.
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The following tv/o pages contain a list of personaliÈy traits
arranged on 1 - 6 scales. please circle the number which
corresponds to the degr:ee Ëo which you perceive the trait
to be present in the individual pictured.

For example, for the traits DEPENDABLE - UNDEPENDABLE:

1 = VERY DEPENDABLE

2 = MODERATELY DEPENDABLE

3 = SLIGHTLY DEPENDABLE

4 = SLIGHTLY UNDEPENDABLE

5 = ITIODERATELY UNDEPENDABLE

6 = VERY UNDEPENDABLE

ff you feel the person is VERY DEPENDABLE, circle the
number 1:

\r) 2 3 4 5 6
-DEPENDABLE UNDEPENDABLE

Ho\^rever, if vou feel the person is SLfcHTLy UNDEPENDABLE,

circle the number 4:

r23iÀs6
DEPENDABLE \--'/ 

UNDEPENDABLE
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SOPHI S TTCATED UNSOPHISTICATED

FRfENDLY

r23

UNFR IENDLY

UNENTHUS IAST TC ENTHUS IASTIC

UNSELFISH

I23456
EGOT I STTC

r23
DEPENDENT

I

INDEPENDENT

WITHDRÄWN OUTGOING

CONVENTTONAL Ul,r'CONVENTI ONAL

SEXUALLY PERMISSIVE SEXUALLY TNHTBTTED

SOC IABLE

I

UNSOC IABLE

fXCÏTING

L

DULL

6

SUBTLE

I

OBVTOUS

HUMOROUS SE RIOUS
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CRUEL

1

KTND

6

COMPET TTTVE COOPERÀTIVE

SAFE

!234
SEXUALLY COLD

ÐÀNGEROUS

SEXUÃLLY WAR¡.:

BOLD

I

I

T IMÏD

6

STRONG I{EAK

6
RAT IONAL

ì"

EMOTT ONAL

SENS T T IVE

It

INSENS IT IVE

MODE ST

1

VA TN

6
WARM

t

COLD

6
ARTIFICIAL

12

GENU INE

6
SUBMT S S IVE SELF-ÀSSERT IVE
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PHYSTCALLY ATTRÀCTIVE PIIYSICALLY UNATTRÀCTIViÌ

AWKWARD

1

POÏ SED

o

BORING

t

fNTERESTING

TRUSTWORTHY UNTRUSTWORTHY

CHANGEABLE

I2

STABLE

6

I NS INCERE

T2

S INCERE

6

S IMPLE COIITPLEX
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Now please indicate how 1ikely or unlikely you feel this
person is to have Èhe following life experiences by circling
the number of your answer.

How i-ikely j.s this person to lead an exciting life?
1 EXTREMELY UNLTKELY
2 VERY UNLTKELY
3 SOMEI{HAT TJNLTKELY
4 SOMEIVHAT LIKELY
5 VERY LIKELY
6 EXTREMELY LIKELY

How likery is this person to experience personal fulfillment ? ,

1 EXTREMEI.Y IJNLTKELY ..

2 VERY UNLTKELY
3 SOMEWHAT UN¡]KELY
4 SOMEWHAT LIKELY
5 VERY LTKELY
6 EXTREMELY LIKEIY

ì How likeIy is this person Èo be successfur in her chosen
, occupation?

:. 1 EXTREMELY UNLTKELY: 2 VERY UNLTKELY
a. 3 SOMEWHAT UNLTKELY
; 4 SOMEWHAT ¡ÍKELY
' 5 VERY LTKELYI

J 6 EXTREMELY LIKELY

How likely is this person to marry?

1 EXTR.EMELY UNLTKELY
2 VERY UNLIKELY
3 SOMEWHAT UNLTI(ELY
4 SOÌ"IEI^IHAT LIKELY
5 VERY LIKELY
6 EXTREMELY UNIIKELY
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Assuming this person will get marr j.ed some day, how 1ikely
or unlikel)' is she to experience the followinq? Plcase
circl,e the number of your ansvrer.

How like1y is this person to be a good parent?

1 EXTREMELY UNLIKELY
2 VERY UNLTKELY
3 SOMEWHAT UNLIKETY

å ;iHi.i+liull*u""
6 EXTREMEIY L]KELY

How likely is this person to raise her chíIdren wetl?

1 EXTREMELY UNLIKELY
2 VERY UNLIKELY
3 SOMEWHAT UNLIKELY
4 SOMEWHAT LTKELY
5 VERY LTKELY
à nxrn¡¡qnr,Y LTKLEY

Hov¡ likeIy is this person to subsequently ¡sqr..t a divorce?

]- EXTREMELY UNLIKELY
2 VERY UNLIKELY
3 SOMEWHAT UNLIKELY
4 SOMEI^IHAT LIKELY
5 VERY LTKELY
6 EXTREMELY LIKELY

How likely is t.his person to be a resporrsíve sexual Fartner?
1 EXTRMELY UNTIKELY
2 VERY UNLTKELY
3 SOMEIVHAT UNLTKELY
4 SOMEI^THAT LÏKELY
5 VERY LIKELY
6 EXTREMELY LIKELY

Hov; Iikely is this person to have an extramarital affair?

1 EXTREMELY UNLIKELY
2 VERY UNLIKELY
3 SOMEWIIAT UNLTKELY
4 SOMEIVHAT LTKELY
5 VERY LIKELY
6 EXTREMELY LIKELY
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Hovr likeIy is this person to be an understanding spouse?

1 EXTR¡MELY UNLTKELY
2 VERY UNI..,IKELY
3 SOMEWHAT UNLIKELY
4 SOMEF¡HAT LIKELY
5 VERY LIKELY
6 EXTREMELY LIKELY
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Listed below are several groups of occupations. For EACH
group, please indicate which of the three occupations;;
believe the person pictured is most 1ike1y to be engaged
in. In the group below for example, if you thought that
the person would most Iikely be employed as an electrical
engineer, you would circle the number 2.

L. PRODUCTTON I\TORKER IN THE ELECTRONICS TNDUSTRY(2,ì EI,ECTR]CAL ENGTNEER
Y el,¡ctnrcar, ENGTNEERTNG TECHNTcTAN

**************

I PUBLIC GRÃÐE SCHOOL TEACHER
2 PROFESSIONAL BABY STTTER
3 PLAYGROUND DTRECTOR

1 ADVERTISTNG COPYWRTTER
2 ÀDVERTTSING EXECUTIVE
3 PUBLTC RELATIONS PERSON

1 HOSPÏTAL ATTENDANT
2 PHYSICTAN
3 REGISTERED NURSE

1 SUPERMÃRKET CASHTER
2 MEAT PACKER
3 SUPERMARKET MANAGER

]. OFFICE CLERK
2 BANK MANAGER
3 BANK TELLER

1 JOURNALTST
2 AUTHOR
3 ADVERTTSTNG COPYWRITER

1 RECEPTTONIST
2 FTLE CLERK
3 STENOGRAPHER

1 UN]VERSTTY PROFESSOR
2 HIGH SCHOOL TEACHER
3 PUBLIC GRADE SCHOOL TEACIIER
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Which social class do you believe this person is likely
to be a ¡nenber of? (Circle number of your answer)

I UPPER CLASS
2 UPPER-MTDDLE CLASS
3 l¿lrDDLE CLASS
4 LOT{ER-MIDDLE CLASS
5 LOWER CTASS

I,¡hat educational level do you believe this person has likely
at,ta ined?

I SO¡IE HTGH SCHOOL
2 HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATE
3 SOME UNTVERSITY
4 UNTVERSITY GRADUATE



175please fill in the fo1l0wing biographical information so Èhat

: Sroup comparisons of data can be made.
:

, ""ur 
sex. (Circle number of your ansvrer)

:

. 1 MALE
: 2 FEMALE

I ""ur 
age. (Circl_e number)

ä i2_iä
4 31 - 40
5 41 - 59
6 60 AND OLDER

, Your height. (ïn feet and inches)

Your weiqht. (In pounds)

Your presenÈ level of educaÈion. (Circle number)

1 lST YEAR UNTVERSITY
2 2ND YEAR UNIVERSITY
3 3RD YEAR UI.¡TVERSITY
4 4TH YEAR UNIVERSTTY
5 OTHER (please specify)

Your faculty. (Circle number)

1 ARTS
2 SCIENCE
3 EDUCATION
4 ENGTNEERTNG
5 NURSING
6 'HUMAN ECOLOGY
7 OTHER (Please spec ify )

Size of your home town. (Circ1e number)

1 RURÃL AREA (POPULATION UNDER l,OOO)2 TOWN (POPULATTON 1,000 _ 10,000)
3 crTY (POPUT,ATION 10,000 _ 50,000)4 ME?ROPOLTTAN AREA (POPULATION OVER 5O,OOO)

hthat do ¡rou consi.der to be your ethnic background? (Ex., Gerna::,Chinese, Italian, etc. )

l^Iha t is your father's occupation?
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Finally, please indicate the degree to which you agree or
disagree with each of the statements below. Circle
you STRONGLY AGREE with the statement, you AGREE with
the statement, "D" if you DISAGREE with the statement, and
"SD,' if vou STRONGLY DISAGREE with the statement.

On the whole, I arn satisfied with myself.

At tines I think I am no good at alf.

I feel that I have a number of good
gualitíes.

I am able to do things as well as most
other people.

I feel that I do not have much to beproud of.

I certainly feel- useless at times.

I f eel Èhat I 'm a person of \^rorth, atleast on an equal plane with others.

I r^¡i sh f could have more respect f or
mysel f .

All in all, f am inclined to feel thatI am a failure.

I take a positive attitude toward myself.

SAA

Þl{A

SAA

SD

SD

SD

D

SA

SA A D SD

SA 1\ D SD

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATTON
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Fashionable Thin Figure
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Fashionable Average Figure
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Ir,

Fashionable Fat Figure



Unfashionable Thin Figure
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UnfashionabJ-e Average Figure



1aa

Unfashionabfe Fat FÍgure
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VÀLUES OF THE KRUSKÀL-WALLIS TEST STÀTISTiC (H)
FOR THREE BODY BUILD TYPES FOR SOCIAL

DESIRÀBILITY INDEX ITEMS
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Val-ues of the K:'uskaL-lla1lis Test Statistic (H)
for Three tsody Build Types for Social-

. De s irability Index Itens

ftem
Body Build

-------;-----------E--
Thina Averageo Fatc

Dependent-independent

Unsociable-sociabLe

Du11-excitíng

Cruel-kind

Sexually cold-sexual1y uarn

I,Jeak-strong

Insensitive-sensitíve

Cold-war¡n

A¡tificial--genuine

Subnissive-seLf -assertÍve
Awkward-poised

Boring-interesùing

Insincere-sincere

0.79

11.23xx

0 .63

10.82xx

0 .31+

2 .89

Á añ**

3 .07

1,71

3 .07

11.67x*

o .59

1 ,83 0.28

2.75 0,01

8,36xx 0.65

/+.03 0.16

6,g5xx o.33

0.31 0./16

6.89xx' 0.17

1 .91 0.01

1 .31 0,21

3.83 0.00

6.21 x 3,37
o Ãa** rì ÃÃ

l+'71x 0,15

Ie!e. df = 1.

"N = 54. bu = 56.
op.<.05 . uop..<.01 .

"l¡ = 56
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VALUES OF THE KRUSKÀL-WÀLLJS TEST STATISTIC (H)
FOR TWO DRESS CONDITIONS FOR SOCIÄL DESIRABILITY

INDEX ITEMS
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Values of the Kruskal--Wallis Test Statistic (H)for Tl¡o Dress Conditions fo¡ SociaL
Desirability fndex f tens

Iten D¡ess

Fa "r¡i ona ¡reã-ì;;;;;;il;E
Dependent-independent

ünsociable-sociable

Du11-exciting

C¡ue1-kind

Sexually cold-sexually warn

I,Ieak-strong

fnsensitive-sensitive

Cold-warm

Artificial-genuine

Submissivs-self -as sertive
Awkward-poised

Boring-interesüing

fnsincere-sincere

2.80

1 .00

6.81*

o.9a

0.55

O.9lr

o'30

5 .62

5.76

10.75xx

28.26xx

10.82x'r

3 ,22

0.81

1 .06

1 .38

6.20x

6.t*1 x

0,7t,

9.72xx

17 .56ë'x

Q )1**

2,13

t/.oðfx

1 '50

1.05

!e!e. dr = 2,
tN = 86. bN = a/*.
op.(.0 5 . oop.(. o1 .
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VÀLUES OF THE KRUSKÀL-WÀLLIS TEST STATISTIC (H)
FOR THREE BODY BUILD TYPES FOR OTHER WORD PÀIRS
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Val-ues of the Kruskal-l,Ia11is Test Statistic (H)
for Two Dress Conditions f o¡

0ther LIo rd pai¡s

l,lo r d Pair
D¡ess

lashionablea Unfashionableb

Unsophisticated-sophisticated

Unfriendly-friendly

Unenthus ías ti c-enthusias tÍ c

Egotistic-unselfish

l,/ithdrawn-outgóing

Unconventional-conventional

Sexually inhibi ted-sexuaf l-y
pernissive

Subtle-obvious

Hunorous-se¡ious

Cooperative-conpetitive

Dangerous -safe
Tinid-bold

Rational-enotionaL

Vain-rnodest

Physically unattractive-
physically att¡actÍve

Unt¡us ùworthy- tru s two r thy

Changeable-stable

Complex-sinple

I8.88#x

2.01

1 .60

8.3/+

7,03x

2 ,16

4 .38

3 .00

ð. ÕZ-^'

1 .02

) )o

8 ' lr5o

8.19*

25.43xx

2.81

t )1

7 ' /+1 x

10.06xlr

to. o t*x

2.06

12,57xx

2.9/+

0.07

t, t)

0.20

10.77xx

5 .90

3.0/'

1.18

'), )?

t, Jo

0 .12

o .66

¿. I I

!s!e. df = 2.
ôh*N = 86. "N = 84.
op.(.05. f *p<.01 .
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VALUES OF THE KRUSKAL-WALLIS TEST STÀTISTIC (H)
FOR TWO DRESS CONDITIONS FOR OTHER WORD PAIRS
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Values of the Kruskal--!/a1lis Test Statistic (H)
for Three Body Build Types for

0ther llord pairs

Body Bui ld
l/o rd Pa ir

Thina
-------E------;
Average' Fa t,'

- 
Un s o ph i s t i ca t e d - s o phi s t Í c a t e d

Unfri e ndly-frí endly

Unenthus ia s tÍ c -enthus ia s ti c

Xgotistic-unseffish

Wi t hd rawn- o ut go ing

Unc onventí ona 1- c onve nt i ona 1

Sexually inhibited-sexua11y
pernissive

Subtle-obvious

Hu¡norous-serious

Cooperative-c onpetitive
Dangerous-safe

Tir¡id-bold

Rational-enotíona1

Vain-nodest

Physically unattractive-
physically attractÍve

IJn t ¡ u s two r t hy - t r u s t w o r t hy

Changeable-stable

Complex-sinple

5.60x 13.73xx

6.65xx /+,51+*

1 .31 1 ,11

2,51+ 0.10

0,20 2,gz

o ,03 0.31

8.'lgxx

0.06

t.öJ

0.66

2.39

0,52

8.6'1 r{*

8.91x*

1.37

0.15

o.o/r

3 .02

o ,02

t+.50x o,35

5 ,10x o ,82

1,52 0.04

0.60 0.22

o,lrz 0.07

0.00 0,22

0,02 0,95

0.0/* 0,27

11.92xx 15.1zxx

o .83

0.04

1.16

o . zo *

1 .51

0.04

0.03

o.1/+

o .66

o .03

Ig!g. df = 1.
oN = 5a. bt'l = 56.
Ëp(.05 , o op (.01 .

"l'l = 56.
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